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Greater Portland's news and arts weekly

JANUARY 25, 1990 FREE

ONE YEAR LATER ON SHERMAN STREET:

Phil McKerron In his Sherman Street apartment.

How Portland helped the "Secret Slumlords"
bail out of their Sherman Street fiasco
By Andy Nauman

Phil McKerron has lived behind a double-bolted door
on Shennan Street for three years. Unpacked boxes are
stacked to the ceiling of the apartment's narrow hallway.
The boxes are filled with things from Phil's last apartment, which he had to leave when-it was renovated. Phil
said he never unpacked the boxes because his apartment
is too small.
It's just as well that Phil kept his things boxed.
In two monthshe'll be thrown out again, this time by
York-Cumberland Housing Development Corporation,
a nonprofit developer that spent $2.8 million - much of it
public money - to buy four Sherman Street apartment
buildings that have been the targets of more than a year
of public outcry.
The wailing began when the Parkside Neighborhood
Association found out that New Sherman Street Associates, the six well-connected Portlanders who owned
Phil's building, collected more than $30,000 in welfare

money while stiffing their city tax bills and dodging city
housing inspectors. Embarrassed by newspaper and
television coverage last January, the "Secret Slumlords of
Sherman Street" (CBW 1.12.89) promised to make things
right.
Instead, the "Secret Slumlords" moved quickly to
dump the buildings. In less than a year they had wrapped
up a deal in which Yo~-Cumberland, the City of Portland and People's Heritage Bank bailed them out.
Meanwhile, Phil moved slowly in his tiny kitchen. His
boxes were still packed and his back was arched with
arthritis. The pain showed on his face when he moved his
body. He said he's never liked this apartment. He said it's
too small. When asked if he would like it better it was
painted and fixed up, he replied, "1 don't know. I'm
gonna' be looking around. It's got to be bigger than what
it is here."
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the New Year off right ...
Treat yourself to

VIEWS
In defense of David Franklin

30% ·70% OFF
NOW GOING ON
Reduced For Clearance· All Fall/ Winter Merchandise
• cozy sweaters in cotton or wool
• good selection of coats
• GIoveJilll coalS from England
• cashmere blend coalS in D'lIditional styles
• wool all-weather coalS with removable linings
• dresses, casuals & dressy from Dsi, Thnner Andrew Harvey
and many other designers· selection of business & pleasure suilS
• skirts, including lovely challis & traditional wool

•••

SPECIALTY SHOP FOR WOMEN

185 PARK ROW
BRUNSWICK. MAINE

WE ARE NOW SHOWING
CRUISE WEARGABAR & SEAWAVF.15 SWIMSUITS
& OTHER' FUN IN THE SUN ' ATIIRE

"AROUND THE CORNER FROM BOwnruNlI
COLLEGE. ACROSS FROM THE
BIG GREY CHURCH"

STORE HOURS 9:30-5:30

We'll .ru! MtAt1whlk,

just holtt the ~l/ os
little ~(l\'Vlh I<Jdcr i ~ !

I'm the mother of one of the people helped by T. David Franklin.
He stepped in at a time when my son and 18 others were trying to
realize a dream that was sinking fast.
My son had canied the business as long as he could and was
being forced to throw in the towel. Thefamily had all helped to make
it work but it had gotten to be too much.
It's remarkable to hear the comics business criticized as Franklin
and that one guy. It is many artists, writers, typists and salespeople
hoping to realize a dream.
One morning Jim read an article in the Waterville Morning
Sentinel about David. Jim called and the following morning he and
his uncle drove to Portland to talk to the man.
David was impressed by Jim and the others' faith and efforts,
being unpaid for weeks. Immediately he started paying bills, rent,
phone, electricity, business debts, monies to the people working.
He never asked for any shares, nor has anything ever been asked
of Jim and the other except hard work .
David works hard and he expects it of others. He overlooked the
fact that some people can never be helped. They need to be canied
all the way. Some would expect him to give them a start and keep
on doing so until they got rich with no effort.
Not being this type himself and still a young man he just didn't
realize "you can lead a horse to water but you can't make it drink."
I hope he gets to see this.
I'm sure David isno saintbuthowoftendoes anyone give you the
money to get started these days? Whatever you do, sink or swim,
depends on you.
I do know you'd like to see more dirt rather than this, but I hope
you'll be fair. Everyone T. David Franklin helped was dam lucky
and most of them know that, I'm sure.
Please, David, don't give up on people.

/~~)??&':;
Loretta MacNaughton
Fairfield

Ten more movies you didn't see

SHOWCASE HOMES, INC.
Maine's Home Builder and
Full Line Construction Company

Residential - Commercial - Industrial
Any Job - Any Size - Any Where
Demolition, to Designs,
Complete Turn Key Construction
MODELS LOCATED AT: Naples: Route 302, East of Rte. 35. Across from Mardon Marina
Wells: Route I, At the corner of Steven Eaton Road' Turner: Route 4, Turner Plaza

Three cheers to Ann Sitomer for her piece "Seen a Good Flick
Lately?" (CBW 1/18/90). This is a story that should have been
written at least two years ago and one that I've written in my head
more than once.
Good filmsarehard to find in this town. It' s good to know thatl'm
not alone in feeling this way.
IdowishyouhadbeenalittlemorecriticalofSteveHalpertatThe
Movies (on Exchange Street). For at least his last four to five
schedules there " ... long awaited films that the chains weren't
wiIIingtoriskshowing"havebeenfarout-numberedbyoneswffve
had the opportunity to see at the Nickelodeon or Maine Mall-films
which he always seems to screen at the same time they're released
to video stores. There also seems to be a steady stream of repetition
to his schedule. Example of these and the above include: "Bagdad
Cafe" (shown three times at The Movies/once at the Nick before
that), "Do the Right Thing" (tw%ne Nick), "Mama Turns 100"
(two), "New York Stories" (twol one at the Mall), "Salaam Bombay"
(tw%ne at the Nick, "Torch Song Trilogy" (tw%ne at the Nick),
'Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown" (tw%nce at the
Nick) and coming soon "A Dry White Season," "sex, lies, and
videotape" and "Another Woman."
If he sincerely claims to run a "revival house" theater, he needs
to take more chances. "Roger Rabbit" is not taking a chance.
Laurence Olivier, JohnCassavetes and Bette Davis received their
tributes, how about Sergio Leone, Hal Ashby (not "Harold and
Maude," thank you), John Huston or even Andy Warhol.
I don't mean to undermine his entire operation. He has brought
us wonderful viewing for a long time now, has finally greatly
improved his sound system and now is repairing seats. I just wish
[wasn't let down every time a new schedule comes out.
Finally, I'd like to add 10 films to your top-10:
"Apartment Zero," "84 Charlie Mopic," "Heavy Petting," "The
Uttle Thief," "Miracle Mile," "Pow Wow Highway," "Queen of
Hearts," "Shirley Valentine," "Sidewalk Stories:' and "Tales from
the Gimli Hospital."

February 9, 10, 11

YOURSELF
Leave winter
behind and pack
your bags for
places South with
the fresh, new
sunkissed
collection from
.1~41j tf:ll_

Casal Bay Weekly is an illStrument
of community understanding.

Rich warm hues of
dusty earth and
cool, shady
blues ... soft. loose
relax-in styles.

January 25, 1990
Volume 3, Number 4

at The Ramada Inn - Portland
Tatloo. airbrush. portraiture .
screenprint • photography . graphology
music & comedy - tattoo beauly conte",
awards & prizes 10 student a ' tlst~

For DelaYs Contact Mad Hatter AssocIates, Inc. Phone: 207-934-4090
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k.d. lang & the reclines
with special guest
Sat. Feb. 10,7:45 pm - Morrell Gym
Bowdoin College Campus - Brunswick
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Portland - The Record Exchange
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SUPER BOWL
ON THE MOON
Spend Superbowl Sunday on
The Moon
HUGE 1O-foot TV, AWESOME
bone-crunching sensurround sound,
free munchies, cheap beer, and
touchdown madness
CHECK OUT OUR WEEKNIGHT SPECIALS:

FREE LITERATURE PACKAGE
1-800-344-6552 Turner
1-800-422-6830 Naples
VIEWS art opiniollS. Your views art here, and sometimes ours. Please be IJrief
when you write, and please include a phone number (which will not be
published) so that we am verify your /etter. Mail to: VIEWS, Casco Bay
Weekly, 187 C/arlc St., Portland, ME. 04102.

a festival of arts & fun for the whole family

BE GOOD
TO

'\M.EEKLV

Continuous Open House: M-F 9 am • 5 pm • Sat 9 am - 5 pm • Sun 9 am· 5 pm

HAVE YOUR CLOSING COSTS COVERED BY
SHOWCASE HOMES, INC. IF YOU BUY DURING
THE MONTHS OF JANUARY AND FEBRUARY, 1990.

The Mad Hatter's Tea Party------'

CascoBav

Casco Bay Weekly
distributes 20,000 fXlPe7'S free
of charge every Thursday.
No perwn mu;y take more than one
of each issue without the permission
of Casco Bay Weekly. Additional
copies of the omen/ issue and/or
some back issues mu;y be purchased
for $1 each at the Casco Bay Weekly
office. Domestic subscriptions are
mailed 3rd class and are $36/year,
rxzyable in adwna.

Casco Bay Weekly is a member
of the Association of Alternative
Newsweeklies
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• Sunday - Guys Night Out Night
• Monday Night - Specials for restaurant, bar or
hotel employees
• Tequila Tuesday - Especials y musica por todos
nosotros amigos
• Wednesday - Women's Night
• Thursday & Friday - Happy Hour 5-8
MUSIC, DANCING &MOONSHINE
7 NIGHTS A WEEK· NO COVER
THE MOON DANCE CLUB
425 Fore Street • Old Port • 772-1983
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A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza

Fabulous Food • Marqaritas

from south of the border from out M this wodd
OPEN 1 DAYS 4 PM - Happy Hour Mon. to Fri.
Z4Z St. John St., Union Sta. Portland 814·6444
• TID Juan's CONCORD, NH • Margarita's ORONO, ME

O!sco &y Weekly
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THE CU'ITING EDGE
WELCOMES

....--------~- - - - - - - - - - -- - -

UPDATES

LIZ GoULET

38 Market St. • Port1and • 773-4050
In the

Classic Impressions
has put his 25 years
of experience in watch &
clock repair back to work!

Old Pore, across from the Regency

WINTER SALE
Sebago
System

Classic
Impressions

S'RUCE $ 362
ASH $453

164 Middle St.• Old Port
Next to The Oyster Club

oncepts in

874-6980

omfort

9 FODEN D.
S. PORTLAND· 775-4312
ACROSS FROM UPS

Mon.-Thurs. 9:30-6 Fri. 9:30-5:30 Sat. ](}'2

OPEN DAILY
SUNDAY 12 - 4
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The Blue Moon ia a New Moon with a new
basic philosophy:
GOOD FOOD & GOOD TIMES
AT A GREAT VALUE!
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NEW MOON MENU - Great lunch and dinner deals
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including steaks, pasta, stirfrieds, burgers, pizza, and
much more. Most items under $10.
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DON'T JUST GO OUT - GO TO TIlE MOON!

CARLSON &-TURNER
t\nuql.U.nan and Xholuly Books
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R. CRUMB LIMITED EDITION
COMPLIMENTARY CALENDAR
CARLSON Ie TURNER
ADliquulan ad Schol....y Books
24] Con ..... St• • Portland· 173-4200
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Come in and check out our
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THE MOON DANCE CLUB
425 Fore St. in The Old Port. 871-0663
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LUNCH

BREAK

Italian Restaurant and Lounge
521 Route 1, Scarborough
Telephone (207) 883-9562
Fine Italian Dining since 1957

Luncheon Specials
Dally from I I: 30 • 5:00

KEEP THOSE
NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS
LAST CHANCE - THIS WEEK ONLY!
FULL MEMBERSHIP
NO INITIATION FEE

MOS.
ONLY

• Fisherman's Pia tter •
Haddock , Shnmr ;\nJ CJ.lln~
With French Fric) & Cull' Slaw

• Maine Lobster Roll •
Frc.sh Maine L(}~rc r

With a'ir~ i1nJ Pick I",'

Your Choice

$4.95

Dinner Specials

A

Portland Regency
HEALTH CLUB
20 MILK ST. - OLD PORT

871-7054

Daily from 11: 30. 9:00
• Choice Sirloin Steak •
A fulillOc f'ounJ !
With POl<lW ur Pnsm :UlJ S:tI.,J

• Jumbo Shrimp Scampi.
Over linj..'Ui01 wi[h Sal:1J

Your Choice

$9.95

Bigger paychecks for city workers
About 160 non-union employees of the City of Portland got
bigger paychecks on January 19. The council unanimously
approved a five percent increase, which will cost taxpayers an
additional $237,000. According to deputy city manager Mark
Green, non-union dty workers are mostly "management-level
employees" and account for only 14 percent of dty employees.
The five percent increase boosted dty attorney David Lourie's
salary up to $59,701 and Police Chief Michael Chitwood's up to
$56,858. In a separate vote, thecoundl voted to give City Manager
Robert Ganley a 12 percent raise, boosting his salary to $72,418.

Two U.5. Navy cruise missile were flown over Maine on Jan. l3
and Jan. 14, the Navy announced afterward. On Jan. 22, about 40
people protested outside of U.S. Sen. William Cohen's Portland
office. The protest was organized by the Coalition for the Cruise
Missile Referendum, who critidze Cohen's response to last
November's non-binding referendum question in which Mainers
voted to stop cruise missile testing over Maine. "He has not lived
up to Mainers wish to stop" the testing, said the coalition's Peter
Wilk. Cohen has been "the most publicly and privately hostile" to
stopping the testing, said Wilk.
After meetings with Cohen and the rest of Maine's congressional delegation, the Navy said it would limit testing the missiles
to the winter months but would not stop the testing altogether, a
compromise the coalition says is unacceptable. But Cohen, in a
statement responding to the protest, said "1 and other members of
the congressional delegation will continue to monitor the situation to ensure that the navy adheres to the concessions it has
made..."

Feds dip Into heating 011 prices
The Federal Justice Department has begun investigating the
recent hikes in heating oil prices throughout Maine and New
England. U.S. SenatorGeorge Mitchell and Maine Attorney General
James Tierney both have requested that the oil industry be investigated for foul play. According to W. Stephen Hart, an aide to
Mitchell, the Justice Department held its first hearing on Jan. 9.
Hart said the Justice Department is investigating whether rising
prices "have resulted from collusion between oil companies,"
whether "there actually is an oil shortage" and "who pockets
money because of oil price mark-ups." The investigation could
result in legislation that regulates industry prices, Hart said. In
Maine, oil prices soared from an average price of 86 cents per
gallon on Dec. 4, to $1.43 on Jan. 2. Oil prices are down to about
$1.15 a gallon now.

Libby Mitchell leaves MSHA
Libby Mitchell, Director of the Maine State Housing Authority
(MSHA) said she will resign from her post on Feb. 9. According to
MSHA spokesperson Dan Simpson, Mitchell will run for the U.s.
Senate seat that opens when U.S. Sen. Joseph Brennan takes on
Gov. John McKernan in the gubernatorial race. Already in the
running for Brennan's seat are Attorney General James Tierney,
Portland state lawmaker Thomas Andrews and city councillor
Linda Abromson.
Mitchell has served as director of MSHA since 1986. She also
was a state lawmaker for 10 years, acting as House Majority
Leader for four of them. McKernan will appoint an acting director
of MSHA, who will be subject to final approval by the legislature.

LOOKING
FOR

A sobering thought: no alcohol-related highway deaths occurred in Maine between Christmas Eve and New Year's Day in
1989, according to Maine's chapter of Mothers Against Drunk
Driving (MADD). During the same holiday period in 1988, there
were nine alcohol-related acddents.

WEIRD NEWS:

Specials through January

BRUNO'S - Portland
Fri. & Sat. Jan. 27-28
GREY'S WHARF - Boothbay Harbor
Fri. & Sat. Feb. 2-3
ROSA'S - Portsmouth, NH
Fri. & Sat. Feb. 9-10
PORT GARDENS - Kennebunkport
Fri. & Sat. Feb. 16-17

DON~T

GET MAD•••GET UPSET!

--The thaw in East-West relations prompted the Hutchinson,
Minn., City Council to vote unanimously to repeal a ban on
Russian vodka imposed in 1983 after the Soviets shot down a
Korean passenger jet. "We want them to know that we as a
community support the changes being made," said Mayor Paul
Ackland.
--Watchmakers in Lausanne, Switzerland, have announced
the successful application of cuckoo clock technology to the wristwatch. They expect the cuckoo watches to sell for about $65.
--A woman who bought $5 worth of gas at a convenience store
in Chanhassen, Minn., then discovered she had no money, left her
5-month-old daughter as collateral. She returned shortly with the
money and collected her daughter.
Roland Sweet/AllerNe!

$35
'P ERM
(long hair extra)

Ask for Christina or Darcy

~I

38 Market Street

773-4050

Cruise missile foes protest Cohen

No road kill this season

Fri. & Sat. Iii 10:00

CUTTING:
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In the Old Port
Across from the Regency
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THE CUTTING EDGE
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formerly at the
"Choppin' Block"

Ed Kimball
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Westbrook High students Greg Post, Jason Schlldroth, Tim Allen and Ray Poulin take
a water sample from the Presumpscot.
CBW(Tonee Harbert

Fledgling citizen groups
test waters, rails, ethics
Jan. 18 was a busy day for Greater Portland
activists, as three fledgling groups tested their
wings. One group tested the waters for a cleaner
Presumpscot River; one started thinking about
hitching a train to Boston; and another wants to
clean up business practices by stressing environmentally sensitive decisions in the boardroom.

Watching water
"We want to make the river kinder to people,"
said Randy Grumpelt, vice chair of the fledgling
Presumpscot Riverwatch. "It leaves Sebago Lake
sparkling, and ends up kind of mucky in Riverton." There, the river earns the state's lowest
(Class C) rating and is not fit for swimming,
Grumpelt said.
Grumpelt said the group hasn't begun testing
the river yet. But on Jan. 18 Presumpscot Riverwatch met at Westbrook High School. where four
highschool students drew water out of the nearby
Presumpscot and swished it with chemicals to
test it.
What the group really needs to get its feet wet
is more funding. Grumpelt said that the Presumpscot Riverwatch recently received a $3,000
start-up grant from the Maine Attorney General's
office, but that it needs at least another $4,000 to
start monitoring the river. With a fund drive
seeking grants from foundations, water conservation groups, and the Department of Environmental Protection, Grumpelt is confident that the
program will be flowing by the late Spring.
The group will collect from about 30 sites and
will work with local high schools and the University of Southern Maine, which are willing to pitch
in time, lab facilities and expertise to the program.
Besides the obvious polluters like S.D. Warren
and waste treatment plants along the river,
Grurnpelt said that road runoff and sewer overflow after storms, fann animals crossing the river
and other factors pollute the river.
"We might be an impetus to clean up a beautiful river," Grumpelt said. Testing water doesn't
make a river clean, but pinpointing sources of the
pollution notifying them could. "We believe the
public and the companies along the river are
becoming more environmentally aware of their
actions," Grumpelt said, "And we think they are
poised to do something about it and we want to
encourage them."

Riding trains
TrainRiders/Northeast, a Portland-based
group with almost 300 members wants to restore
passenger rail service to Northern New England,
focusing on a Portland-to-Boston train as the first
step.
On January 19, fledglings TrainRiders/Northeast got a pep-talk from Jack Martin, President of
the National Association of Railroad Passengers.
"What you're trying to do here is very do-able,"

Martin told around 100 people gathered in the
New Hampshire Room in the Holiday Inn by the
Bay, "You've got a wonderful start. You just have
to work hard and keep working." Martin talked
about new trains rolling in New York, Philadelphia, Milwaukee, Chicago and other places.
This group got on track last May thanks to
Wayne Davis, whose job brings him to New York
and Washington frequently but who doesn't ride
airplanes. Davis addressed the group also, citing
environmental and growth management advantages of train travel over automobile travel. The
environmental advantage, Davis said, is that a
loaded passenger train can move far more people
per gallon of gas than a loaded car can. Re-orienting people from car travel to train travel could
reduce traffic, too, Davis said, adding that reduced automobile traffic would slow the rate that
roads need to be built, repaved, and widened.
"There's no reason that we shouldn't have
more trains:' said Jack Martin, "except for 50
years of government controls that favor the other
(travel) modes."
Alan Caron, a Portland marketing consultant
with the group, said tracks exist from here to
Boston and that they "are in relatively good shape"
but are used for freight trains only. Commuter
trains go much faster than freight trains, and
require tracks that are not only in good shape but
that are relatively straight. Equipment can lift and
align tracks so more wouldn't need to be put
down, but the cost is still phenomenal. And new
train engines sell for about $2 million, while new
train cars sell for $1 million.
Caron would like to see a bond issue on the
Maine ballot allocating money toward the railroad. A $30 million bond issue could draw federal
money and Amtrack here, Caron said. He and
others'in the group think that if they could score
support and funding, trains could be rolling from
Portland to Boston in two or three years.

Business ethics
Maine's chapter of the New England Business
Association for Social Responsibility (NEBASR)
held their third meeting the same night.
Sherry Huber, Executive Director of the Maine
Waste Management Agency (a fledgling also),
met with the group about waste stream reduction
and recycling in their workplace. A new solid
waste bill mandates recycling in the large companies and phases in small companies down the
road. Most of the people in the room represented
businesses that were small enough not to mandated by the law yet.
Fingering packaging as a early target of her
agency, Huber told the group they should neither
buy overpackaged goods, nor package their own
goods in too much packaging.
from stJl/f rqwrts

GCIDD DAY MARKET,
o

o

155 Brackett St .• Portland, ME 04102. (207)772-4937
MON - FRI9-8PM • SAT 9-6PM • SUN 12-5PM

"let us stand in awe *•.."

Marty Meltz
Sunday Telegram

• Taken out of context. The full
capsule review reads as follows:

• And now. let us stand in awe at the immeasurable wretchedness in the
human mind that willingly conceived and executed this worst movie of all
time in all the known universe:
·UHF: This was made by 'Weird AJ' Yankovic and was clearly the first
motion picture ever made to appeal specifically to subhuman audiences.
~ was about a UHF station being revived by new programming. The film's
humor was the kind that has little boys snickering in their back yards but
no one would ever want to see the movie. The title should have been
changed from 'UHF' to 'UGH!'" - Marty Meltz, Maine Sunday Telegram

Lower Lobby
151 Middle St.
Portland, Maine

---
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PUBLIC
MONEY,
PRIVATE
DEALS

Herb Adams, speaking at the Parkslde press
conference In front of 56 Sherman St.

"We're really pissed
that public money is
going to bail out John
Lightbody. After the
story blew, they let the
properties deteriorate
even farther. "
Herb Adams

Continued from page one

A year ago, the Parkside Neighborhood Association
was trying to locate the owners of many buildings on
Sherman Street. The buildings, said by police to house
prostitutes and drug dealers, collected hundreds of
housing. fire and trash code violations.
"We attempted to locate the owners of the buildings
but had great difficulty finding them," Donna Eddy told
Casco Bay Weekly last January, "It seemed as if the
owners were trying to conceal their identities."
On, Jan. 6, 1989, Herb Adams, a state lawmaker and
Sherman Street resident, dug up the deeds to the buildings. The deeds led him to tax records, which revealed
the identities of the landlords. Adams learned that 56, 60
and 77/79 were owned by New Sherman Street Associates (NSSA), who had purchased the buildings20months
before and had collected more than $30,000 in local, state
and federal housing subsidy payments but had paid
nothing toward back property taxes of $16,524. NSSA
was a partnership between Steven C. Dodd, James E.
Dodd, Peter A. Levecque and a second layer of partners
called "BBL Ventures," made up of John Burns, Kenneth
Bowden and John Lightbody.
The neighbors were surprised to learn that Lightbody,
a partner in the prestigious Portland law firm of Murray,
Plumb and Murray, would own such neglected buildings. They were even more surprised to learn that Pamela
Plumb, their own city councilor, was the wife of
Lightbody's law partner.
Joe Gray, Parkside resident and Portland City Planner, had been looking for the owners of 56, 60 and 77/79
Sherman St. for some time. He had a stack of building
violations but hadn't been able to find the landlords.
When Adams told Gray that Lightbody owned the buildings, Gray summoned Lightbody to City Hall and confronted him with the violations. According to Gray,
Lightbody's initial response was, "Shit. I'd hoped to keep
low profile in this."

pany that had put together previous public-money deals,
including the Portland Performing Arts Center. Dirigo
helped NSSA sign an agreement to sell 56, 60 and 77/79
Sherman St. to York-Cumberland. Around the same
time, Jaynell Associates partners Neil Kurzman and Jayne
Chee agreed to sell the similarly-troubled 111 Sherman
St., also to York-Cumberland, a non-profit owner, developer,and manager ofaffordable housing projects throughout Maine.
Part of the NSSA deal was a promise to keep the sale
a secret. York-Cumberland would "use its best best efforts to avoid publicity concerning the transaction," insisted NSSA in the purchase and sale agreement.
Before agreeing to the secrecy clause, Diana Huot,
Executive Director of York-Cumberland, had told the
Parkside neighbors that York-Cumberland was interested in developing the buildings. Parkside's ideas for
the Sherman Street buildings differed from York-Cumberland's. Parkside thought that the buildings had been
divided up into too many little apartments. After Parkside
prodding. York-Cumberland agreed to reduce thenumber of units in the buildings by four, resulting in 50 rather
than 54 apartments.
"They're not going to be super-spacious," admitted
Huot, "You don't build the Taj Mahal because no one
wants to pay for that."

Public money
As Parkside's plans for the buildings were losing
ground, some neighbors tried to follow York-Cumberland's plans. But they weren't getting a clear picture. In
a June 27 letter to one Parkside member, York-Cumberland's David Linehan wrote, "I am unable to provide to
you a copy" of a page of the purchase and lease agreement.
"We couldn't seem to get a straight answer from the
sources that should be the straightest," Adams said.
And as Adams was trying to get straight answers on
the deal, Huot was well on the way to landing $2.8
million from public and charitable agencies to finance
her project.
Adams knew that public funding must be public information. He finally got a copy of the agreement from
the Maine State Housing Authority (MSHA) on June 5.
When the Parkside group saw the no-publicity clause,
they realized why Huot and York-Cumberland had held
back the details of the agreement.
"I didn't have a gag in my mouth," Huot insists.
"They were deliberately vague. It was an ongoing
attempt to deceive us," said Parkside resident Michael
De Angelis.
And when they read the details of the agreement, they
knew what both NSSA and York-Cumberland Housing
Corporation had been vague about:
• York-Cumberland had agreed to pay $1.8 mill ion for
the NSSA properties. David Carly, a Sherman Street
resident and real estate broker, said that was an inflated
price, that when the buildings were listed on the market
"no one even nibbled at that price."
• York-Cumberland agreed that any outstanding debts
against NSSA, including unpaid taxes, would be deducted from the purchase price. Thatmeant public money
would, in effect, help payoff NSSA's taxes and other
debts.
·York-Cumberland agreed not to tell any of the tenants about the agreement until after the final closing.
"We're really pissed that public money is going to bail
out John Lightbody," Herb Adams said, adding "After
the story blew (last year), they let the properties deteriorate even farther."

But Lightbody's profile grew in newspaper and television reports during the weeks that followed. On Feb. 22,
NSSA's building at 56 Sherman St. earned the dubious
distinction of hosting the first crack bust in Maine. Police
said that a "crack factory" had been set up in a vacant
apartment there. The Parkside Neighborhood Association staged a press conference about the bust in front of
the building. and kept the pressure on NSSA and other
problem landlords. By early summer they had witnessed
the passage of Portland's landmark Landlord Registration Act, which requires landlords to register with the
city.
Behind the TV cameras, Parkside was taking a differenttack. They went to W es Bonney, President of People's
Heritage Bank, which held a mortgage on one of the
Sherman Street buildings. The mortgage agreement between People's and NSSA said that the bank could foreclose on the property if taxes weren't paid or if the
buildings weren't kept up. Parkside wanted the bank to
take back the building and assume responsibility for it.
People's refused. Adams said that hewas told by People's
Vice President John Menario that the mortgage agreement was "unenforceable."
Embarrassed by the media, pressured by the neighborhood association and dogged by city inspectors,
Lightbody and the other NSSA partners promised to
rectify the situation. In a letter to Herb Adams the NSSA
partners said that "We want our group and these buildings to be positive members of the community. We are
committed to correcting the situation." In a letter to
Casco Bay Weekly, they vowed that they were "making
arrangements for further improvements to the buildings The Plumb connections
and to square off all accounts with the City."
But what got Herb Adams and Parkside even more
In both letters the partners stressed tha t they "never angry was when the City of Portland and People's Heriintended to be silent partners" and they wanted to "hear tage Bank bought into it.
about concerns or complaints of the on-going operation
In August, the Portland City Council approved loanof the buildings."
ing York-Cumberland $430,000 as part of the deal's financing. Councilor Pamela Plumb - whose husband is a
Secret deals
law partner of John Lightbody, who's on the board of
Bu t soon after vowing to work openly wi th the neigh- Maine Housing Enterprises (which loaned $100,000 to
borhood to fix their problems, the NSSA partners again York-Cumberland), and who's on the board of People's
went behind closed doors to box up the bail out.
Heritage - abstained.
They worked with Dirigo Management, a local com"There could have been the perception of a direct

Sherr! and Nkk Rulz In the Sherman Street apartment they are soon to be evkted from.

conflict," said Plumb.
But even with the city's $430,000, York-Cumberland
still didn't think they had enough money to fix up the
buildings. The final, and least expected, investor in the
pack was People's Heritage Bank.
People's dropped $135,000 in the bucket and became
a limited partner in the project. In 15 years, York-Cumberland is due to assume sole ownership. The scheme is
expected to give People's a $260,000 tax credit over the
next 10 years - almost twice the investment - said Mark
Adelson, a development administrator for the City of
Portland.
On top of that quarter-million, People's participation
ensured their repayment. At the closing. People's walked
away with the payoff of their $380,000 mortgage loan to
NSSA.
Likewise, the deal allowed NSSA to pay back taxes
and fines owed to the City of Portland out of money
received from York-Cumberland. The closing statement
listed $29,479 in real estate tax liens and $3,993 in sewer
assessment liens. Indirectly, these debts were paid to the
city with the help of money paid out by the city.
"These slumlords were putting a gun to our head, '
said Parkside resident Michael De Angelis, "They were
holding the city ransom for $430,000 to bail them out.
They ruined our neighborhood and then asked us to buy
our way out."

more accountable. The day after a recent drug bust
Channel 6 was there. "That same day I was in the laundry
room and I picked up a used needle. It still had some
blood in the syringe," she said.
It took her a while to find the letters that York-Cumberland had sent her. One, dated Dec. 29, explained that
York-Cumberland has bought her building from Neil
Kurzman and Jayne Chee. The letter explained that
Sherri's rent will go down from $450 to $425 dollars, and
stressed that rent checks must be prompt.
Sherri explained that she was late getting her general
assistance check this month. The second letter that Sherri
got from York-Cumberland was dated Jan. 18. It was an
eviction notice. It said that Sherri had to be moved out of
the apartment within six days.
York-Cumberland was working to "avoid" relocation
costs for Sherri Ruiz.
But if York-Cumberland is successful, Sherri Ruiz will
soon be part of the growing human toll that this sort of
real estate dealing has been exacting from Sherman
Street throughout the '80s.
The "Secret Slumlords" have bailed out and run back
to their suburbs, but the economic violence continues on
Sherman Street - paid for, in part, by the City of Portland.
"I don't have to buy into being intimidated or coerced
by York-Cumberland and People's Heritage," said Michael De Angelis.
"But I'm appalled that the city council approved it."

Costs human, costs avoided
The MSHA copy of the purchase and sale agreement
between York-Cumberland had something odd on page
three. Whoeverphotocopied thedocumentinadvertently
left a "Post-It" note affixed to the page. The handwriting
is Diana Huot's: "Can we avoid relocation costs if we
evict tenant(s) for cause, i.e. unpaid rent...?"
Sherri Ruiz lives at 111 Sherman St. with her son Nick,
who's two years old. She's raiSing Nick alone. Her apartment is small and cluttered with Nick' s toys and her old
magazines.
"Jeopardy" played o n the black-and-white TV, which
had twisted aluminum foil for an antennae.
Sherri said the building hasn't changed much in the
last year, since Parkside first rallied to make landlords

Andy Newman pays his own relocation costs, at /east twice a year.

CBW(fonee Harbert

"These slumlords were
putting a gun to our
head. They were holding
the city ransom for
$430,000 to bail them
out. They ruined our
neighborhood and then
asked us to buy our

way out."
Michael De Angells
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City Arts:
week Iff 1/&'u'''''1
Update of Area Events (1/2 hr.)
Living Tapestries:
Elder Images & Styles; Exercising
(112 hr.)

Sebago Magazine:
Author Bill Lemke "Wild World East"
(112 hr.)
A Year 01 Art:
Todd Webb & the Westbrook Collection
(112 hr.)

Vision 2000:
Planning Grtr. Portland's Future (112
hr.)
In the Ga lIery:
Brazilian Naive Art (112 hr.)
Sun. at 9:00 am - Mass from Holy
Martyrs
Programs premiere Fri. 7-lOpm,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
&Thurs. 9am-noon.
Cable Channel 37
land,
I

Portland, So. PortFalmouth, & Scarin Gorham.
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Fancying yourself as Errol Flynn

Fencing fever

Walk in comfort all
year long in our clogs,
shoes and sandals

By Mike Quinn

=m. I 1,,"",1 L

One of the most misunderstood sports these
days is the end product of centuries of fighting
to the death.

337 Forest Ave.- Portland, Maine. 207-773-6601
Huge inventory. expert fitting. mallarder nationwide, complete repair tervice.

"Simply the best place to buy Birkenstock footwear"
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RACKET' FITNESS

C.n~.'

Formerly
The Tennis Racket

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

2445 Congress St.
Portland
12071 775-6188
2D MILK STREET / 207 772·9072
PORTLAND MAINE 04101

THE
TROPICAL
PENGUIN
432 FORE STREET
773-6499

FOURNIER'S OLYMPIC KARATE CENTER

• Convenient classes for men,
women and children
• Morning adult classes
• At home private lessons available

Sensei Tony Fournier - 3 time National AAU Fighting
& Forms Champion -17 years in Shoto Kan Karate

$39.95 1 Month Trial Program
Includes free uniform and 2 private lessons

Now Serving Lunch/Dinner
11:30 am· 9 pm

Hawaiian Chicken
Sandwich $5.25
1/2 price pizza 4-6 pm

No gain. No pain.
Keeping your weight at a
moderate level may scale
down your risk of heart attack. So maintain a healthy
diet and lighten up on your
heart.
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a'aAmerican Heart
V AssOCiation
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146 Ocean St., South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE

This year
put some real muscle
in your resolution.
interesting I unusual
affordable gifts
from the stein gallery

*

Pholos by David Mendelsohn

ChrIs Pullo demonstrates fine fencing form.

that teaches you how to defend and how to
attack. It would be a lot more fun if my progress matched that of my eight-year-old son. The
good news is maybe he'll be the next Errol
Flynn and I can retire on his box office returns.
In the meantime I hear, "Parry six, parry four,
repost. Watch Patrick, he's doing it right,
c'mon."

Fortunately, fencing has cleaned up its act.
No one dies anymore. Injuries are rare and
usually quite minor. The sport of fencing is not
aristocratic and snobbish.
One of the most exciting indoor competitions
On the contrary, fencing requires serious
for spectators is a fencing tournament. They
cOmmitment, conditioning and many hours of
feature fencers with at least one year of experipractice. One or two formal classes a week are
ence (usually more), matched against another
mandatory, reinforced by daily drills at home.
club with fencers of similar qualification.
For the past five months I have done my
Judges and scores are located all over the place
George Plimpton version of fencing by joining
and most fencers are hooked up with a piece of
the Seacoast Fencing Club.
wire through their glove. This setup allows the
No, this was not a bet. My ex-wife Vickie
judge to monitor hits in the scoring area, and
enrolled our son Patrick in fencing classes to
ultimately determine the winner.
expand his horizons and expose him to another
Do not lose any sleep over fencers being
piece of life. For the past couple of years it was
maimed or some such unpleasant fate. Starting
tap dancing. Just when I got used to my son as
with a steel wire mask, the average fencer looks
The Tapping Machine, Vickie puts a sword in
like Mr. Clean prepared for nuclear fallout.
his hand and sends him off to war.
They dress and bundle themselves up so
Actually, the basic weapon is called a foil
tightly, it's a miracle they can move, much less
and it didn't look like warfare; it looked like a
breathe.
lot of fun. I drove Patrick to his first lesson and
Modem fencing is a sport rooted deep in
rationalized, "What the hell ... If he can do it, so tradition and it also offers a variety of weapons.
can his papa." The two of us have been fencing
If you are interested in pursuing it further as a
regularly since September and we're both still
participant, keep in mind that there are three
in perfect health, except that I'm old.
distinctly different types of fencing competi"Attention to detail" is a phrase normally
tion, which are detailed below.
associated with the military. It also applies to
The foil. The foil is a rapier-like weapon,
fencing. Does it ever! Heretofore, I was thorhaving a slim flexible blade, 35-inches long and
oughly convinced that the golf swing was the
rectangular in cross section. The weapon has a
most difficult athletic motion to consistently
bell shaped guard between the blade and the
reproduce. Fencing is tougher. Our instructor
hilt. The foil is the fundamental weapon of
Chris Pullo explains, "Fencing is unique in that
fenCing, as training technique for the foil is
it uses muscles that are ordinarily not exercised applicable to all three weapons. The first
in other sports. Strength is not really a factor.
contestant to score five touches (square hits) to
It's timing, coordination, anticipation, positionthe trunk of the opponent's body wins the bout.
ing, balance, footwork and leverage."
The epee. The epee or dulling sword is, like
In one of our early lessons, Pullo, who is a
the foil, a thrusting weapon only but it has a
master fencer, took out a pen from his pocket
heavier triangular blade and a larger guard.
and challenged Patrick to extend and then
Like the foil, it has no cutting edges; touches are
lunge his foil at the teacher's chest. With a
made with the point only. The complete body,
perfect angle, Pullo fended off the three-foot
from head to foot, is the target, and great care
foil, citing simple leverage as the key. He then
must be exercised to score a touch without
asked me what I had learned from this demonbeing touched. Again, five touches wins the
stration. When I delivered the horrendous pun
bout.
"Ah, so it's true. The pen is mightier that the
The saber. The saber is a light edition of the
sword," I wasn't allowed to say a single word
calvary saber. It weighs only a few ounces more
for the next two classes.
than a foil. It's a weapon for cutting as well as
"Advance, advance, retreat, retreat, advance, thrusting. It has two edges, the front edge and
extend, lunge." Instructor's Pullo's voice barks
the first third of the back edge. The target
out the advance cornrnands, as he scrutinizes
includes the head, arms and trunk. The first
the students' form for bent knees, a straight
contestant to score five touches (using cuts or
back, right angle with feet, a relaxed wrist,
point thrusts) wins. Touches are made more freproper foil position, etc, The chance of an
quently by cutting than by thrusting. All
inexperienced fencer doing everything correctly movements are wider, simpler and more
at the same time is equal in odds to winning the spectacular than those with the foil or epee.
Tri-State Lottery.
It's nice to know the rules but please don't let
Patrick and I are in the process of learning
the details intimidate you. Fencing is available
our parries (foil positions to fend off an attack).
to men and women of Greater Portland through
"Parry four" and "parry six" are with the wrist
schools, colleges or clubs, such as the Seacoast
in the high or upper position, six inside, four
Fencing Club. If the opportunity presents itself,
inside, Parries seven and eight are comparable
go for it. You won't regret your decision, even if
positions with the wrist below the waist. It's all
your eight year old cuts you to shreds.
a bit confusing, but at the same time comforting. Fencing is not solely for instinctive, swashMike Quinn is resolved to find a sporl he can win al
buckling geniuses. There is a workable system
during lhis new year. 1989 was a I1usl.

Used & Out-of-Print Books
We buy hooks, too.

Tue. to Fri. 11-5, Sat. 12-4
Other times by chance ...

Daily Wash-N-Fold Service
Dry Cleaning
Double Load Washers $1.25

& MORE

(5ee our ad next weelc.!)

JtttAM6M4
ZIppy Steamer fir

Wrinkle Free Clothes!
Fully attended to assist you.
Corner of State St. & Pine St.
7 a.m, to 9 p.m. daily
772~3971

Stop in for a few minutes,
or browse for hours.
Enjoy!
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SMART

The intelligent
approach to lolal
tilDe_ (or the '90s.
Achieve your New
Yean' fllDe811 goaL.
the Smart Body way.
We specialize in
the development o(
cuetom work.oute (or
group8 or individuaL.
and teenage filDe811
daMeS.

BODY

Julie Brocato - Skip Robinson
Personal Trainers
(207) 767-3047

Plain & Simply
We are having a sale
25% - 50% OFF select artwork

Jewelry
Monotype
Pottery
Baskets
& more
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Exchange

~~, Portl.oo M~!~~n~~!

Congress Street,

"'n·!I"t' .""~11I

772-3932
Our jewelry is already half the cost of retail...
But now all Gold and Diamonds ~e 25% om
• Stereos • lVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 11- 3
Mon. - Fri. 9 - 5:30, Sat. 9 - 4
4 STORES TO~ERVE YOU
498 Congress Street, Portland - 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
.
155 Front Street, Bath • 185 Water Street, Augusta

~~We

buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

• The movie "Quilombo"
is about the rise and fall of the
Palmares Republic, a community
in the jungle of runaway slaves
in 17th century Brazil. The
movie is being shown as part of
the Latin American Film Festival
at 7 p.m. in rooms A-C, Campus
Center, USM Portland. It's free
and open to the public. For more
information, call 780-4440.
• Governor McKernan's
"State of the State Address" will
be broadcast on MPBN television and radio (channels XX and
XX; FM 90.1) at 7 p.m. McKernan's address will be followed
by the Democrats' response
given by Charles L. Pray,
President of the Maine Senate,
and John L. Martin, Speaker of
the House.
• USM's Faculty Concert
Series continues with a concert
of works for hom performed by
John Boden. Tenor Bruce Fithian,
ni,mi •• t Martin Perry and dariThomas Parchman join
in a performance of music
by Benjamin Britten, George
Rochberg and Brahms 8 p.m. in
Corthell Concert Hall, USM
Gorham. Tickets are $7 for the
public, and $4 for students and
staff. For more information, call
780-5555.

Mellsande Trio performs
all-French piogram. See
.28.

• With influences as
diverse as Led Zeppelin, Frank
Zappa and Duke Ellington, the
band Phish has been dubbed a
fusion band - but the music is a
lot catchier and more accessible.
The Vermont band takes the
stage tonight at the Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth St., Portland. For ticket
information, call 774-1441.

Goodman, Quincy Jones, Billie
Holiday, Buddy Rich and
Thelonius Monk over the course
of his 3O-year career. Tonight,
Woods is performing with the
members of his quintet - Tom
Harrell on trumpet, pianist Hal
Galper, Steve Gilmore on bass,
Bill Goodwin on drums - 8 p.m.
in the chapel at Bates College,
Lewiston. Tickets are $12. For
more information, call LA Arts
at 782-7228.

• Flash Gordon escapes
the printed page and comes to
life on the silver screen in two of
the original Flash Gordon flicks
from the late '305. Buster Crabbe
stars in two movies being shown
today at the Portland Museum of
Art in conjunction with the exhibit "Great American Comics:
100 Years of Cartoon Art."
"Space Soldiers" and "Flash
Gordon's Trip To Mars" begin at
2 p.m. at the museum, Seven
Congress Square, Portland.
Admission is $3 for museum
members, $3.50 for non-members and $1.50 for children under
12. For more information, call
775-6148.
• Portland Concert Assodation and USM's Cultural
Affairs Committee present the
Melisande Trio, a chamber trio
of harp, flute and viola 3 p .m. in
Corthell Concert Hall, USM
Gorham. The all-French program
includes Saint Saens' Fantasy for
violin and harp; Debussy's
Sonata #2 for flute, viola and

harp; Ravel's Mother Goose
Suite; Ramaeu's Pieces de Clavin
en Concerts; and Devienne's duo
for flute and viola. Tickets are
$10, $7 for USM faculty and
staff, and $5 for students. For
more information, call 772-8630
or 780-5256.

."Three Quarrelling
Sisters and the Friend Who
Became an Enemy: Judaism,
Christianity, Islam and Philosophy" is the very long title of a
lecture given by John Boswell,
professor of history and director
of special programs in humanities at Yale University, at 8 p.m.
in Kresge Auditorium, Visual
Arts Center, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. The lecture is free
and open to the public. For more
information, call 725-3151.

• The Children's Room of
the Portland Public Library and
the Portland Chinese School are
celebrating the Chinese Lunar
New Year from 2-4 p.m. in the
Rines Room of the library. The
"Year of the Horse" will be
welcomed with Chinese folk
dancing and demonstrations of
Chinese martial arts, calligraphy
and other cultural traditions.
The program is free and open to
the public.
• Trumpet player John
Schnell
joins the Portland
• Are bottle deposits the
best way to recycle bottles and
Symphony Orchestra in a
cans? This is the question that
performance of Henri Tomasi's
Concerto in C for Trumpet and
will be considered at a public
forum presented by the MerryOrchestra, a rarely performed
meeting Greens from 10 a.m. to
20th century piece rooted in
noon in Beam Classroom, Visual
French impressionist jazz. Also
on the program is Rossini's "II
Arts Center, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Lloyd Weaver, an
signor Bruschino" Overture and
engineer working on municipal
Beethoven's Symphony No.6
composting technology, will
("Pastoral"). Showtime is 7:45
p.m. in Portland City Hall Audi"'UJllllt: the new bottle bill. For
more information, call 729Phil Woods Quintet performs Jan. 27.
8918.
• Sax player Phil Woods
has played with Benny

Pinetop Perkins, Big Daddy Kinsey and
Hubert Sumlin are Jammln' the blues.
See Feb. 3.

torium. Schnell presents a free
concert preview at 6:30 p.m. in
the auditorium. Tickets are $25,
$21, $15 and $10, and may be reserved by calling the PSO at 7738191.
• A documentary, "The
Kayapo: Out of the Forest,"
describes the struggle for
survival of the people living in
the Amazon rain forest, who
have turned to visual media to
present their case to the world.
The film is being shown as part
of the series "Cultural Survival:
Struggle by Native Peoples in
the Americas" at 7:30 p.m. in
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts
Center, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. It is free and open to
the public. For more information, call 725-3151.

• Art talk, the sequel: Ar_
e _~
We Having Fun Yet? Bill Griffith, creator of the cartoon
"Zippy the Pinhead" comes to
the Portland Museum of Art for
a lecture at 7:30 p.m. Zippy is
Griffith's pop hero, whose
consistently inconsistent manner
is the result of a short circuit in
the media circuit of his microscopic brain. The lecture is for
fun and for free. For more
information, call 775-6148.
• "Morocco" is play by
Allan Havis, a mystery that
explores issues of poli tics,
terrorism, relationships and
sexuality presented by Mad
opera "La Boheme," which is
Horse Theatre Company. The
being presented by the New
Q
play feature Artistic Director
York City Opera National
Qd~)
Michael Rafkin as the Moroccan
Company Feb. 8 at Portland City ~
colonel, and Mad Horse regulars Hall Auditorium. The previews ~:
Walt Dunlap and the American
are today, 2-4 p.m., at the
"• Art talk: Juan Sanchez
draws on his Puerto Rican heriarchitect Kempler, and Terry
Portland Public Library and
tage for his paintings and
Drew as his wife who is arrested Sunday, 2:30-4:30 p.m., in Chase
in Morocco.The play opens
photography, which combine
Hall Lounge at Bates. For more
tonight and continues through
Latin mythology, daily life and
information, call the Portland
Concert Association at 772-8630.
political struggle. Sanchez,
Feb 25 at 955 Forest Ave.,
Portland. Performances are
whose works have been exhib• Blues for everyone:
ited on the Museum of Modem
Thurs-Sat at 8 p.m., Sun at 7 p .m. Pinetop Perkins,
Tickets are $10-$14. for more
Art in New York and other
Hubert Sumlin and Big
information, call 797-3338.
museums, speaks at 4 p.m. in
Daddy Kinsey come to
Hastings Lounge, USM Gorham.
town for a blues
Also on campus is the exhibit,
blowout at the gymna"Brazilian Naive Art," featuring
siun at USM Portland.
40 primitive paintings by eight
The Southern Maine
artists recognized as masters of
Blues Society organthe genre. Naive art is painted in
ized the show which
a two-dimensional style, reflectfeatures Pinetop on
ing traditions from Africa, India
piano and Sumlin and
• Two members of the
and Europe. The gallery is open Vermeer Quartet - Marc Johnson Kinsey on guitar. The
from noon to 4 p.m. For more in- on cello and Richard Young on
show is at 8 p.m.
formation, call 780-4440.
viola - join the Portland String
Tickets are $10 for
Quartet for a performance of
adults, $8 for students,
• "Another Cubism:
Schubert's "Quartettsa tz,"
Jacques Villon's "Etude pour
and children under 12
Mozart's Quartet in G Major K.
Puteaux No. 3" is a gallery talk
arc admitted free.
given today at ] p.m. and
387 and Brahms' Sextet No. 2,
Tickets are available at
Sunday at 3 p.m. at the Bowdoin Opus 36. The concert is at 8 p.m.
the door and in adCollege Museum of Art in the in the Immanuel Baptist Church, vance at Cumberland
Walker Art Building, Bruns- 156 High St., Portland. Tickets
Electronics, Sound Alternatives, Amadeus
wick. For more information, are $11, and $5 for students and
seniors, available at Gallery
Music and Enterprise
call 725- 3275.
Music, Starbird Music or by call- Records in Portland;
Calendar design/Sally L. Brophy
ing 761-1522.
New England Music in
Scarborough, Midtown
Music in Biddeford
and Record Rendevous
in Kennebunk. For
more information, call
871-0425.
• In preparation for a rare
event, Mary Hunter, associate
professor of music at Bates,
presents a preview of Puccini's

Mad Horse Theatre
Company presents
"Morocco". See Feb.
2 - 25.

Will the bottle bill spare us
or drive us Into despair? See
Jan. 27.

".

... . .

. . . .. .

. ..

THEMOVIES :
JAN. 24-28

WED-THURS 7,8:45
FRI 9, SAT-SUN 1,7

). WHY ARE SUNDAYS
SO POPULAR AT ZOOTZ?

~

166 Cumberland Ave' Portland
Mon.-Thurs. 11-10 pm
Fri. & Sat. 11-10:59 pm • Closed Sunday

Call 774-7414

Open 6 Days 10 a.m.-10 p.m.
147 Cumberland Ave. Portland

92 Exchange Street
Portland. Maine 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open 7 Days a week

1. It's request night! OJ Ed plays your favorite
dance tunes.
2. World's Greatest Bartenders - Susan & Liza
3. NO COVER - ALL NIGHT
4. Dancing is the ultimate way to ignore Mondays!

Request Sundays - Only at ZDDTZ
31 FOREST AVENUE , PORTLAND· 773-8187

JanUAry 25,1990

FRIDAY 1.28

CBW LISTINGS

SILVER
SCREEN

PII-ntv

of trouble-free

SWldays

• THE BEST FOOD ON THE WATERFRONT! •

Luncheon Specials Every Day.

WanD

up with our bomemade soups I!Ir cbowders
Jan. 264
special
guests

THE
WILD

HEARTS

-'

SCRUFFY
THE CAT
special guests
TRUE
NON-BELIEVERS

AhWllp Steven Spielberg 's latest movie
stars Holly Hunter and Richard
Dreyfuss in fantasy-adventure about a
pilot who dies in a crash and retums as
a ghost to help another pilot.

THE
BARRYARVIN
YOUNG
BAND
with

Happy Hour 4-6 Mon.-Fri.
on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street

;.

Blu. Paul Newman plays Govemor
Eart Long, the last of Louisiana's citnasty of Longs, who was attacked by
his political foes and the press over his
affair with the stripper Blaze Starr. The
movie is one of the more entertaining of
the season. Paul Newman's character
is rough, pitiful and sexy. Lolita Davidovich is as SUltry as a Louisiana night. A
wonderful sound tracks reminds us that
we're on Bourbon Street and in the
bayous of Louisiana.

Febuloua Bek.r Bop Jeff and Beau
Bridges play show biz brothers in this
sultry love story about two cocktail
lounge performers who hire Michelle
Pfeiffer ID spice up their act.
OI'llC.: A Portreh of Orec. De·
Cerlton Ro.. Movie by local
filmmaker Huey chronicles the ~fe 01
danoer Grace DeCarhon Ross, who
ended her days in Portland.
Int.,..1 Aft.lra Richard Gore plays a
well-respected L.A. oop, who is under
investigation tor Criminal activities. The
movie also stars Andy Garcia and
Nancy Travis.
lrec....a Jorge Bodansky's movie is
set in Brazil in the '70s. It tells the story
of an Indian girt who leaves the forest
for the big city .

What's Where
General Cinema.
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, S POIIland
174·1022

-

80m on t ... Fourth of July Oliver
Stone's ("Platoon' and "Salvador")
second Vietnam movie is abouta young
man from Long Island, who loses faith
atler he retums from the war paralyzed. The movie is based on Ron
Kovic's book about his experienoe.
(Kovic helped Stone with the screenplay.) The most powerful imagery in
the movie evokes the contrast between
how middle America viewed the war
and what was actually happening in
Vietnam and Washington . In one soene,
Kovic (Tom Cruise) and a friend from
high school - the only one who went
and returned from Vietnam - talk about
the horror they saw. The friends are
talking at the picnic table in the backyard as Kovic's mother turns on "Laugh
In' inside. Tom Cruise does O.K., but
the best soenes are the one in which
Stone uses Cruise's image as the focal
point of the scene and Cruise doesn't
have to act at all.
Driving MI. . Del.y Bruce Beresford's
('Breaker Morant") version of Alfred
Uhry's prize-winning play stars Morgan Freeman and Jessica Tandy, The
story is about the evolving relationship
between a Jewish widow and her black
chauffeur. The movie is a metaphor for
old age: slow and beautiful, sharp but
not all there. The film's beautiful phoIDgraphy compensates tor the pieces
that are less than engaging.

....... IPG.ta)

1,3:10.5:15.725, Sl:30
Int.m.' Altai,. Pli
12:30,2:50, 5:10, 7:35, 10
(oo 7:35 show Sat., Feb. 31

Driving ..... D.Joy IPG)
12>15,2:50,5,7:25, G:35
.... _ til. F_h 01 July III)
1,4,7, 9:50
AIw.p IPG)
1:30, 4 :15,7,9:30

.... 0'_11 .... 111)

_

1:30, 4 :15,7:15,9>45
The Little ........ Id 10)
12:35, 2:25. 420,6:05

T. Th. Fut... IIIPGI
7>45, 10

.... b.eII:
5."FIFeb.
3 7:30
aI

Nickelodeon
TOfT'!lIe and Middle. Portland
7n-975 I
No 1 o'clock shows through Fri
, O'dock shows Sat-Sun only
EvenIng shows only szaning Jan 29
I!"•• rybody Win. III)
1:05, 4:05,7:10. 9:35
III·. . IR)
1:15, 420,7:05,9:30

st. .1 Magnoll. . IPO)

1. 4, 7, 9:30
Wh ... H."", ...t ••'Iy IR)
1:20.":15, 7:15, 9:25 (opansJan 26)
F.llIuloue Baker ...... It.
1:10,4:10,7:10, 9:41) (cpons Jan 26)
" •• I~ .nd vldeo.ape.It.
1:30, 4:30,720.920 (cpono Jan 261
T.ngo & Ca... U'I
4:15,720, 920 ~hroug~ Jan 251
Family llualn••• (II)
4:10, 7 : IO, ~:35 ~hrough Jan 251

Texa. Chalna.w .... _eM
G:35 ~hrough Jan 25)

. .I ""troIIPG-"'1

120,4:30, 7:30

~hrough

Jan 251

The Movie.
m·1l6oo
F~1I9

Sal-Sun aI 1, 7
Qr. . .
Jan 26, 7pm
lilt. . . . . & _
T. . III)
Jan 27-30
SaI·Sun 1112>15, 8:45

Mon·Tue .. 7, 9

1111

Wod-Fri III 7, 9

Sal·Sun II 1, 7

Rite. Sue and Bob T_ Two teenage
girts become involved with a married
man they bebysit for. The relationship
is tun at firs~ but becomes serious
when the man's wife and the girls'
parents find out.
. .x. 11_ end vldeolep. The first
feature film of writer-director Steven
Soderbergh has a simplicity that results from its small cast and narrow
focus. The four Charactars - Ann, her
husband John, her sister Cynthia, and
John's old college friend Graham have one thing on their mind: sex. The
greatness behind the movie rests not
only in the film itself, but more so in
what happens to those who view it atler
they leave the theater. It encourages
honest dialogue genUy - without big
issues, gaudy special effects or a cast
of thousands.

Spec.SoId.... andFI_h~.
Trip To Mera Buster Crabbe plays
the comic book character Flash Gordon in two films from the late '3Os being
shown in conjunction with the Portland
Museum of Art's "Great American Comics: 100 Years of Cartoon Art."
St_1 Megnoll. . This three-hanky tear
jerller is about a group of Southern
women who keep their men in check
and meet in the local beauty partor to
gossip. The mOVIe has its moments,
but it is too predICtable.
T _ r a Kevin Bacon and Fred Ward
play handymen in a small desert town
tormented by giant underground earthworms. The highlights of the movie are
country singer Reba McEntire as a
gun-wielding female Marine type and
the tendency of the giant earthworms
to splatter when they're destroyed.
Wer of t ... Ros_ Kathleen Tumer
and Michael Douglas play a married
couple in trouble. Danny De Vito directs
and narrates the movie, using lots of
film noir cliches to add suspense to the
plot. Basically, Tumer's character tails
out of love with Douglas and proceeds
to make his life hell. The movie has
some funny moments, but the ending
is moralizing and disappointing.
....n HIIny M.t Selly Meg Ryan
and B~ly Crystal play on-and~ff acquaintances, who challenge the supposition that men and women cannot
be friends. This isn't a movie that gets
one thinking about the meaning of
modern relationships, but it is thoroughlyenjoyable. The short segments
of interviews with married couples add
spioe to the love slDly between Crystal
and Ryan.

854-9118

AI limoo Ihr'!!'llh TIIurwday; call.head
IOtFJIcIay"$ chang..

DidyouknowBuschBeerand time. Getting in a nice supply
Natural Ught are now avai1- willsaveyouextratrlps. Here's
able at prices worth lumping an oddity.. . Football is often
at? Here's an incalled the ·pigskin"
teresting football
sport, and the footquestlon... Can you
ball itself is called the
name the only
'pigskin", but footschool that's won the
balls aren't made from
national championpigskin anymore ...
ship in major-coUege
Most footballs today
footbaU - but dosen't
are made from
play major-college
cowhide. Beer is a
football any more?
good part of the
... The only school
good life -- Drink
that's done that is
responsibly! Some
the University of
players are so well
Chicago... Chicago
known by their nickwon the national championship names that few fans can come
in major-college football in the up with the player's real first
early 1900s and was onre a power names ... For instance, what are
in the Big Ten Conference, but the real first names of Babe
they gave up football entirely in Ruth, Yogi Berra, Dizzy Dean,
1939 and now play smail-col- Goose Gossage and Bo
lege football. Yes, pick up a Jackson? .. Here are the answers:
twelve pack or two of Busch George Ruth, Lawrence Berra,
or Natural Ught, or both and Jay Dean, Richard Gossage and
you'll be saving money and Vincent Jackson.
USM Art Gallery for bringing Brazilian Naive Art to
Maine.

7:15. Sl:15. weekend mats at 1:15., 3 :15

L _ Who'. T.U.1ng IPG-1a)
7. g, weekend mats at I, 3

A Dry Whit. "e_n There is no absolution torwhite guilt in Euzhan Palcy's
movie. Set in South Africa in 1976, a
white Afrikaans schoolteacher, Ben
(Donald Sutherland), receives a rude
political awakening when the son of a
black friend is arrested and his vague
liberalism beoomes a detennination to
right a wrong. The movie includes a
fabulous performance by Marlon
Brando as civil rights lawyer Ian McKenzie, who loses every case he fights
againslthe government, but there's no
question of his conviction : McKenzie
moves slowly and with exacting credibility, as if physically pained by the
charade thet is South African law.
Everybody Win. Puzzling mystery
scripted by the playwright Arthur Miller
stars Nick Nolte and Debra Winger.
Nolte plays a private eye whose big
reputation in a small Connecticut city is
never explained. Winger is a schizophrenic who hires Nolte to prove the
innocenoe of a young man convicted of
the murder of a local doctor. Winger's
involvement in the case is the mystery;
her schizophrenia is the enigma. The
mental deficiencies of several of the
other characters may or may not be
attributed to drug use. The movie poses
as many questions as it answers.

,...,... • c:.... (III

7 :15.9:15. weekend mati at :15,3:15
A .. !lop 00 To H...... (0)
weekend mall 111 . 3

TheWl_IPG)

weekend mati at 1. 3

Evening Star

Schedule aubjed 10 c~
Tonllne Mall. Brunswi:k
729·5486
lit_I . . . . . . . . IPG)
7, 9:15

Portland Mu_um of Art
Congr... Square, PortW1d
775.e148
.....,. . .I. . . . and

F..... Gordon'. Trip to ...,.
Jan 28 II 2pm

Bowdoin College
Brunswick
725-3151
'The PhH.de_ lItory ItHO)
Jan 26, 1-:JfJ and 10 pm
smth Audilorfum, SIIIII Hal
........ltII G .... to . . .hlngton Ita.)
Jan 27, 7:30 and 10 pm
Smith Audllorfum, 51111 Hal
When F.ther W•• Aw.y on ..........
Jan 31, 3:30 ancf8pm

Kresge Auditorium. Bo'Mloln College

USM Portland

_-

CLUBS
THURSDAY 1.25
Re.. Eerth(rock)T-Bird's, 126N. Boyd,
Portland. n3-8040.
....11y Thunder (raplreggaelhip-hop)
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth St., Por1Iand.

n4-1441.
SlngllPON Sling (metal) Geno's, 13
Brown St, Portland, 761-2506.
T ... We_b...k.ra (rock) Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton St., Portland. 774-

0444.
No ....1 Nelghbora (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St., S. Portland, 767-4627.
The . ._ (rock) SPirits at The Manor,
700 Main St, S. Portland. n 4-6151 .
ScoH" Je...t R _ _ (vocals) Utile
Willies, 36 Market St., Portland. 7734500.
PoInt 08 (rock) Shelley's, UncoJn St.,
Biddeford. 284-9283.

Lllin American Flm F...hIaI
Qul-

Jan 25, 7pm

.

~ center,

RoomoA, B, C

Fob I, 7pm
Luther Bonney Auditorium

The Moxie Men's simple effervescence
Try The Moxie Men for a fresh
taste of traditional rock and roll.
The Portland trio formed last
summer and has been receiving
more than the average share of
local acclaim opening for nationally-known acts such as Peter Himmelman, The Feelies and The
Zulus.
Singer/songwriter Siaid
Oeaves, familiar to someOld Port
dwellers as a street musician,
heads up the band as its featured
singer and aooustic guitarist. His
younger brother, Jay Cleaves,
plays bass guitar with intimacy.
Drummer Mark Cousins fills and
caps this tasty concoction with a
simple but effective groove laid
down on a minimal jazz drum kit.
Siaid describes the band' s motivation "to get back to primary
rock and roll, a stripped-down
Buddy Holly kind of sound that
relies on song structure to carry
the energy." Their music omits
orchestral additives like strings,
horns and lead guitar solos, not to
mention artificial flaVOrings like
synthesizers and drum machines
that were so prevalent in the 'BOs.
The structure of the songs is a
narrow departure from the for-

Deught.r Judy and Hot Property
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St., Portland.
761 -2506.
Phl.h (fusion) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth
St. , Portland. 774-1441 .
Roy Frez_ (jazz) Uttle Willies, 36
Marllet St. , Portland 773-4500.
The Wevebreek.rs (rock) Old Port
Tavem , 11 Moulton St. , Portland. 7740444.
The Up_tt.rs (r&b) Bruno's, 33 India
St., Portland. 773-3530.
M.xecen Ro•• (acoustic) Squire Morgan's, 46 Marllet St., Portland. 7745246.
No R.el N.ighbors (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St. , S. Portland. 767-4627.
Th. S.n•• (rock) Spirits at The Manor,
700 Main St., S Portland. n4-6151.
T ... Boyz (rock) Shelley's, Uncoln St. ,
Biddeford. 284-9283.

SATURDAY 1.27

_ _ PIau
Cinema
City

T. . . . a................. "' III)
7:15,
_ _ 1 ...
_ 9:15
... ,")
7,9
Sk. ""11'01 IPG)

SATURDAY 1.27

QU/lombo Movie chronicles the rise
and fall of the Palmares Republic, a repubtic deep in the jungle organized by
runaway black slaves in 17th-oentury
Brazil.

10 Exchanoe, POIIIand

_ 1 1 _ C...' ......t ..1
Jan 24·28
Wed- TIIu aI 7, 8>15

A Dr)' Whit. . . ._
Jan 31 -FeI> 4

A GREAT
PAIR!

n. ,II,

George Orwell's Animal Farm

K.vln Mors. (classical guitar) Program includes worlls by Bach, Banios ,
Tarrega, Albeniz and Watson . Conoert
is 7:30 pm at the First Parish Church ,
425 Congress St., Portland. Tickets
are $7.50 and $3.50 for children under
12. Tickets are available at Amadeus
Music, Gallery Music and at the door.

L1.tlnga must b. rec.lv.d In writing by 12 noon t ... Frldlly prior to publlcetlon.
Ann Sllomer. Ce.co Bey W ••ldy. 187 Clerk SI ....I. Port lend 04102

1.28
Brok.n Men (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-0886.

SI ••py LeB_f (rock) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth St. , Portland . 774-1441 .
Roy Frez_ (jazz) Little Willies, 36
Market St., Portland. 773-4500.
The Superfonlc. and True Nona.n.v.ra (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown
St. , Portland. 761-2506.
T ... Weveb ..ek.rs (rock) Old Port
Tavem, 11 Moulton St. , Portland. 7740444.
M.xecell Ro•• (acoustic) Squire Morgan's, 46 Market St. , Portland . 7745246.
T ... Ups.tt.rs (r&b) Bruno's, 33 India
St., Portland. n3-353O.
No R.al N.lghbors (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St. , S. Portland . 767-4627.
The Sens. (rock) Spirits at The Manor,
700 Main St., S. Portland. n4-6151 .
T ... Boyz (rock) Shelley'S, Uncoln St.,
Biddeford. 284-9283.

SUNDAY 1.28
Blue Root. (blues) 4 pm, Gritty
McDuff's, 396 Fore St., Portland. n22739.
Acou.tlc Blues Jem (blues) 7 pm at
Uncle Billy' s, 60 Doean St. , S. Portland. 767-7119 .
Denl Trlbe.men (raggae) Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Dav. Dodson (acoustic) Old Port Tavern , 11 Moulton St., Portland . 7740444 .

mula rock and roll established in
the '50s by Hank Williams and
Buddy Holly. Butthe hooks in The
Moxie Men' s music represent the
more timely influences: The Pretenders, Elvis Costello, and The
Replacements.
Siaid has played as a solo artist
for a long time aDd has found the
best way to get across to an aud ience is to play good songs. The
addition of bass and drums is an
extension of his solo playing. The
addition of bass and drums also
provides two more songwriters.
Siai d adds, 'Til take a song to Jay
and Mark that is basically a skeleton of lyrics and chords and together we' ll fonn the structure of
the song."
The Moxie Men have upcoming local gigs as follows: Feb 6, 57p.m.atUSM'sCampusCenterin
Portland; Feb. 8, opening for c.J .
Sheneer at Raoul's in Portland;
Feb. 16 with Big Rain and Feb. 17
with O-Positive atthe Dry Dock in
Portland. They will also a ppearon
the Jan. 31 Behind Bars show on
WMPG, 1-3 p.m ., and on Wendy
Tyler's Midnite Snack on Feb. 5 at
11 p .m . on WMGX.

Dan Tonini

MONDAY 1.29
Op.n Jem (whatever) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 775-2494 .
Annl Clerk (acoustic) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton St. , Portland. 774-0444 .
Big (movie) Squire Morgan 's, 46 Market
St. , Portland. 774-5246 .

TUESDAY 1.30
Derlen Brehm. (8¥oustic) Gritty
McDuff's, 396 Fore St., Portland. 7722739.
Com.dy Nighl Utile Willie's, 36 Market St., Portland. 773-4500.
Dr "0· (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St. , Portland. 774-0444.

WEDNESDAY 1.31
Dr "0. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St., Portland. nHl444.
John Mc.uen (rock) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. n3-6886 .
Open Mik. Nlghl (rock) Ge(lo's, 13
Brown St., Portland. 761 -2506.
Swinging Hot (swinglr&b) Little Wil lie's, 36MarketSt., Portland. 773-4500.

CON
CERTS
THURSDAY 1.25
USM Fecully Conv.rt Seri•• (classical) John Boden performs worlls for
the horn by Benjamin Britten , George
Rochberg and Brahms. Hewill be joined
by tenor Bruce Fithian , pianist Martin
Perry and clarinetist Thomas Parchman . Concert is at 8 pm in Corthell
Concert Hall, USM Portland. Tickets
are $7 for the public, $4 for students
and staff. For more information , call
780-5555.

Cernlvel of th. An/mel. (classical)
Portland Symphony Orchestra and The
Underground Railway Company perform Saint-$aE!ns' classic and other
pieces for the entire family: Fucik's
"The Entrance of the Gladiators, "
Smetana's "Dance of the Comedians:
and Shostakovich's festive Overture.
Tickets are $10 for adults, $4 for children, and $20 for a familyottourwith at
least one adult. Showtime is 2 pm at
Portland City Hall Auditorium . For more
information, call 773-8191 .
Phil Wood. Quint.t Gazz) 8 pm,
Bates College Chapel, Lewiston. Tickets are $12. For more information, call
LA Arts at 782-7228.

SUNDAY 1.28
T ... M.n.end. Trio (classical) Portland Concert Association and USM's
Cultural AHa irs Committee present a
chamber trio of harp, flule and viola Jan
28, 3 pm in Corthell Conoert Hall, USM
Gorham. All-French program includes
Saint Soons' Fantasy for violin and
harp ; Debussy's Sonata #2 for flute,
viola and harp ; Ravel 's Mother Goose
Suile; Ramaeu 's Pieces de Clavin en
Concerts; and Devienne's duo for Hule
and viola. Tickets are $10, $7 for USM
faculty and staff, and $5 for students.
For more inlormation, call 772-8630 or
780-5256.
Pleni.t Frenk Glez.r(classical) Performanoe of the last three piano sonatas by Haydn, Beethoven and Schubert
at 4:30 pm in Olin Arts Center Concert
Hall, Bates College, Lewiston . The first
in the series includes Haydn's Sonata
No . 60 in C Major, Beethoven's Sonata
No . 30 in E major and Schubert's
Sonata in C Minor. For more information, call 786-8135.

MONDAY 1.29
Artl. Shew Orc....lre (big band) 8
pm, City Theater, Biddeford. Concert
will benefit the City Theater Restoration Fund and the University of New
England Scholarship. Tickets are $10
at City Theater. For more information ,
call 282-0849

TUESDAY 1.30
Deb Sewy.r and Doug Lewis (folk)
5-7 pm , College Room, USM Portland
Campus Center, Bedford St. , Portland
For more information, call 780-4812 .
Portland Symphony Orcheslra
(classical) Trum pet player Joh n Sch nell
is features in a performance of Henri
Tomasi's Concerto in C for Trumpel
and Orchestra. Also on the program in
Rossini's '11 signor Bruschino· Overture, Mennin's Conoerto ("Moby Dick")
and Beethoven's Symphony No. 6
("Pastoral"). Showtime is 7:45 pm in
Portland City Hall Auditonum . Schnell
presents a free concert preview at 6 :30
pm in the auditorium . Tickets are $25,
$21, $15 and $10, and may be reserved by calling the PSO at 773-8191 .

UPCOMING
T ... Cult (rock) Feb I , 7:30 pm, Cum bertand County Civic Center. For more
information, call n5-3458.
Portlend SIring Quert.1 (chamber)
Marc Johnson, cello, and Richard
Young, viola, of the Vermeer Quartel,
join the Portland String Quartet for a
performance of Schubert's Quartettsatz, Mozart's Ouartet in G Major K.
387 and Brahms' Sextet No. 2, Opus
36. Concert is Feb 2, 8 pm at the
Immanuel Baptist Church , 156 High
St , Portland . Tickets are $11 , $5 for
students and seniors and are available
at Gallery Music, Starbird Music and by
calling 761 - t522.
Clevlchord Recltel (classical) Music
by Fresoobaldi,J .S. Bach, C.P.E . Bach ,
Handel , Haydn and Mozart performed
by Bemard Brauchli Feb 2, 7:30 pm in
the Chapel, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Tickets are $4 for adults, $2 for
seniors, available at the Events Offioe,
Moulton Union . For more information,
call 725-3151 .
k.d.lend end the reclin •• (country)
Feb 10, 7:45 pm in Morrell Gymnasium, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Tickets are $13, available at Record
Exchange, Portland. For more information, call 725-3151

continlU!d on page 14
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January 11- 28
Performances: Thursday 7p,m, $5
Frtday &. Saturday Sp.rn. $10
Sunday 2p.rn. $8

For reservations or ticket Information,
please call 729-8584. MC/VISA
Sponsors: Rostta's Mexican Food &. D.L.PouIln, InC-

14 School Street, Brunswick, ME 04011

~~~~'~·Ho·w"'Meanings Get Lost
ill

MacGuff, n 01

_New York TImes

"

II d mass of energy·
"An unco~trlofta dance feeli~g S~, h!~lIoge Voice
"I hoven t e for a long time.

THE RED LIGHT REVUE
Jan, 24

J..,26427
FdJ. 243
FdJ. 7
FdJ.9
FdJ.10

IUo~'s Dance P2rty
W\)·XAN -Sam
(fonncrly jR.f1anigansJ
Bruno's
IUo~'s Dance Party

¥

MI. House · Jackson, NH
Yachl Convertion .

~~ional

FdJ.14
FdJ.16417
Feb. 18
FdJ. 21
FdJ. 23-24
FdJ. 25

Ncwpon, RI
IUou/'s Dance P2rty
Bretton \\bods
1'I1d. Police P.B.A. BeneIiJ
IUou/',
Bruno's, PtId
Epilepsy Found Benefil.Bruno's,

open 10 pubUc
Feb. 28

IUo~'s

Winners of4
. Maine Music Awards!
Eve ry Wed . Night is Ladies N ight at
Raoul 's with the Red Light Revue Ladies Admitted Free!
Now booking weddings and corporate parties for spring & summer.
Specializing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functio ns and Nightclubs.

CALL 883-2802

Undoubtedly
Portland's finest pizza
and steak sandwiches.

SUPER BOWL
CELEBRATION
Full day of sports at
Bruno's starting at 12p.m.

DOOR PRIZES 0 FREE ADMISSION
o SPECIAL BEER PRICES 0
HAPPY HOUR PRICES ALL DAY

SUPER BOWL XXIV

Via satellite dish on our 2 BIG screen TV's.
Catch the ACTION here! Bruno's famous Italian
buffet featured at half time.
a.... o ..... a private room for your Super Bowl
Party. Call in advance.

'~3~~~
BRUNO

. U773-3530
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eo.etel Works Exhibit of watercolors
and paintings by Suzanne Bourassa
through Jan 28 at Coastal Computer
Center, 487 Forest Ave., Portland.
Cong,... Sq... re Gellery, 594 Congress St., Portland. New works by Jill
Hoy and Robert Pollian through Feb
12. Hours: Man-Satl0 am-5 pm. n43369.
Deen V.lent. . . Gellery, 60 Hampshire St., Portland. Recent paintings by

COIIlinlM!d from 1Klgt13

Have your reception,
party or banquet in
Maine's SPECiAl
space. ".The Tree
Cafe ... Awesome
atmosphere and
great food for your
function" Call now!

Androc . . . . nd the Lion The Children's Theatre of Maine retums with a
RobertYfonc~lthroughFebI8.Hours:
performance Aesop's fable Jan 27 at
Thu 5-9 pm, Sat-Sun 12-5, and by
10 am at Luther Bonney Auditorium, The Good Egg C.f., 705 Congress
SI., Portland. Three dimensional wall
appointment. n2-2042.
USM Portland. Tickets are $4 at the
hangings by Nicole Pilar Fell through EV.M Gell.ry, 7 Pleasant St., Portdoor. For more information, call 854Mar 1. Opening reception Jan 31, 6-9
land. Platinum and palladium prints by
0389.
pm. For more information about this
Jed Devine through Feb 10. Hours:
Anlm.1 F.nn Adaptation of George
show or possibly showing in the future,
Tue-Fri 10 am-6 pm, Sat 11-5. 879OlWell's political satire of Stalin's totalicall Andres Verzosa at 775-1514 or
0042.
tarianism performed by the Theater
write to 10 Pine SI., Portland, 04102.
Greenhut G.II.rI_, 146 Middle SI.,
Project of Brunswick through Jan 28.
Portland. Unique artwork by local artPerformances are Thu at 7 pm, Fri-5at R.HI•• C.f. Book.tore, 555 Congress St., Portland. "Collage" by Andres
ists: George Uoyd, Bill Irvine, Glenn
at 8 pm and Sun at 2 pm. For more
Verzosa Feb I-Mar 1. Opening recepRennell, Mimo Robinson, Jo Spiller
information, call 729-8584.
tion Feb 1, 6-9 pm. 775-1514.
Baychar Feb I-Feb 27. Other gallery
Onc. Upon • M.tt,... Musical
artists include Altman, Ganter, Gorbased upon the fable "The Princess Albert.'. C.f., 21 PleasantSt., POrtland. Group Show/Mixed Media, feaman, Richardson and others. Hou rs:
and the Pea" performed by the Portturing work by Jennifer Peck, Lynn
Mon-Sat 10:30 am-5:30 pm. 772-2693.
land Players through Feb 10atThaxter
Brunelle, David Busch, Joyce Dolley, The M.ine Emporium, 85 York St.,
Theater, 420 Cottage Rd., South PortMary Jane Egan, Brian Hoye, Nelson
POrtland. Works by Portland artists Tholand. Performances are Fri-Sat at 8
Lowry, Joyce Roessler, Jamie Salamas Connolly, Ilene Elowitch and Mike
pm, Sun at 7 (except Jan 21 at 2:30
man, Abigail Spring and Andres
Porter though Feb 25. Opening receppm). For ticket information, call 799Verzosa.Show is Feb I-Mar 15. Opention Jan 25, 5-8 pm. Hours : Thu-Sat 11
7337.
ing reception Feb 3, 12-3 pm. For more
am-6 pm, Sun 12-5 pm. 871-0112.
M.cGuffin or How M ••nings G.t
information about this show or possibly M.lne Pott.,. M.rk.t, 376 Fore
Lo.t Two-act dance performed by Neil
showing in the future, call Andres VerSt., Portland. "Your Heart's Desire," a
Greenberg & Dancers. Sections of the
zosa at 775-1514 or write to 10 Pine
special Valentine exhibit through Feb
dance make use of asides interjected
St., Portland, 04102.
14. Hours: daily, 10 am-6 pm. 774on a slide projector that comment on
1633.
the action of the dance and serve as
P.yson G.II.ry of Art, Westbrook
choreographic self-reference. PerformCollege, 716 Stevens Ave., Portland.
ances are Jan 25-27 at 8 pm at the
Selections from the Westbrook ColState Street Church, t 59 State SI.,
lege Photography Collection and SePortland. Tickets are $11, $9.50 for Portl.ncI Mus.um 01 Art Seven Conlections from the Permanent Collecseniors and students. For more inforgress Square, Portland. Hours: Tuetion through Feb 11. Hours: Tu&-Fri 10
mation, call Ram Island Dance at 773Sat, 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday
am-4 pm (Thu untiI9),Sat-Sun 1-5 pm.
2562.
evenings, 5-9. Traditions in American
797-9546.
Landscape (through Mar 11); Miniature
Morocco Allan Havis' play is a mystery
Inkwells (through Feb 12). Great Portlend Public Llb,.ry, Monument
that explores issues of politics, terrorSquare, Portland. "Solitary Bridge,"waAmerican Comics: 100 Years of Carism , relationships and sexuality pretercolor paintings by Bemie Beckman.
sented by Mad Horse Theater Feb 1toon Art, an exhibit of approximately
Hours: Mon, Wed, Fri 9 am-6 pm; Tue,
25 at 955 Forest Ave., Portland. Per100 original comic strips drawings,
Thu 12-9 pm; Sat 9 am-5 pm. 871formancesare Thu-Satat8 pm, Sun at
tearsheets and other artifacts (through
1710.
7 pm. Tickets are $10-$14. for more
Feb 18). 775-6148.
Albert.'. C.f., 21 PleasantSI., Port- Portl.nd School of Art, BaxterBuildinformation, call 797-3338.
ing, 619 Congress SI., Portland. "PhoSluIk..,.••re'. "Cymbellne" preland. Drawings by Andres Verzosa
tographs by Paul D'Amato" through
sented by Port Star Productions Feb 2through Jan 31. 774-0016.
Feb 16 at The Photo. Gallery. (Hours :
4, 9-11 at Luther Bonney Auditorium, BerridoH G.II.rI_, 26 Free SI., PortMon-Thu 8 am-9:3O pm, Fri 8 am-5 pm,
USM Portland. Cymbeline is king of
land. Selected new work by gallery
Sun 11 am-4 pm); "Prints as Process"
Britain during the reign of Augustus
artists through Jan 27. Also 19th and
Jan 29-Mar 10 at The Baxter Gallery.
early 20th paintings. Hours: Mon-Fri 10
Caesar, who is under pressure from
Panel discussion "The Print in the
his people and revolts against Rome.
am-4 pm, Sat 12-4 pm. 772-SO 11 .
1990's" at 3:30 pm and opening recepPerformances are Fri-Sat at 7:30 pm, Bey Club, One City Center, Portland.
tion 5-7 pm on Jan 28. (Hours: Mon-Fri
Sun at 2 pm. Tickets are $5 general
Paintings by Jennifer Wagnis through
10am-5 pm, Thu 10 am-7 pm, Sun 11
Mar 1. Hours: Mon-Fri 6 am-9 pm.
admission, $3 for students and senam-4 pm).
iors. For more information, call 775- B.yvi.w G.II.ry, 75 MarketSt., Port051.4.
land. Contemporary impressionist "Int J_.ph'. GoII.,.., Wellehan
Library Standish. Recent landscape
AudilloM for "F_t... Fether" Hank
paintings by Portland artist Douglas
paintings by Glenn Renell, drawing
Howe through Jan 27. Recent paintBeebe's biblical musical drama Jan
instructor at the Portland School of Art,
21H9, 7 pm at the Schoolhouse Arts
ings by John Holub and woodcuts by
through Feb 14. Reception for the artist
Center at Sebago Lake. Large cast
Carroll Thayer Berry Jan 3O-Feb 24.
Jan 31,4-6 pm at the HeHeman Center
Hours: Mon-Sat 1Oam-6 pm. 773-3l>O7.
musical with many leading and supwhich houses the library. 892-6766
porting characters, both comic and C.fe Alw.y., 47 Middle St., Portland.
ext. 791.
New works on wood by Carol Foster
serious. Rehearsals begin in mid-FebStein G.llery Cont.mpor.ry
ruary for a Thursday-Sunday run Mar
through Feb 6. 774-9399.
GI. . . , 20 Milk St. , Portiand. Glass
29-Apr 15. For more information, call
artwork by Robert Yfollson through Feb
642-3743.
28. Man-Sat 11 am-5:30 pm, Closed
Tue and Sun. 772-9072.
AREA G.fI.ry, USM Portland Campus Center. "The Southwest: Three
Views," features the silver print photography of Jane Gilbert, as well as Pat
Hardy's and Gena Werfel's interpretaPaul D' Amato, assistant pro- from Old Orchard focuses on a
tions of this region in their paintings
fessor of photography at the young man standing, looking
through Feb 2. Hours: Mon-5at 10 amPortland School of Art and veri- nonchalant and stupefied, wear9 pm, Sun 12-5 pm. 780-4090.
table newcomer to the state, has ing a shirt that says "SHIT
assembled an excellent and en- HAPPENS." At second glance
gaging exhibit, "Recent Work," you notice his baby, wife and
at PSA's Photo Gallery through two other kids. His philosophy
a.t_ College Museum 01 Art "Italy:
for life is written across his chest,
Feb.23.
One Hundred Years of Photography"
The exhibit is a collection of and it is as if the young man is
through Mar 9 at the Olin Arts Center,
single color photographs and unable to control his destiny.
Bales College, Lewiston. Hours: TueD' Amato, who grew up in
composites, which document life
Sat 10 <JTl-4 pm; Sun 1-5 pm. 786in Chicago and the Portland area. Boston, believes it is only natural
6158.
"Spray Paint," a composite of for artists to depict the things
Bowdoin CoII.ge Mus.um of Art,
six images, depicts members of they are familiar with and interBrunswick. "John Ruskin, 1819-1900:
the gang LaRaza photographed ested in. It is clear that D' Amato
Drawings and Watercolors" through
Mar 4. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-4 pm,
in a primarily Mexican area of is interested in women - of all
Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3275.
Chicago. The top image is of a ages and kinds. He feels women
Cent.r for the Art., 804 Washington
gang member sitting in a car are more available to photograph
St., Bath. Juried photography exhibit of
on
a
dailybasis.In
Chicago,
while
inhaling spray paint. The middle
color and black-and-white photographs
depicts a young man painting most of the women could be seen
through Feb 3. Hours : Tue-Fri 10 am- Stet. of the St.t. Addre ••• nd
graffiti on a storefront, and the socializing in the neighborhood,
4 pm ; Sat 12-4 pm. 442-8455.
Democ,.te' R.spon_ will be telelower, a smaller strip of four men had more of a tendency to
Element. G.II.ry, 56 Maine St, Brun- . vised live on the radio and television
keep
themselves
busy.
photos, depicts a member spray
swick. "Fumiture Makers," group show
stations (channels 10 and 26, and FM
One wall of the show is dedipainting a police car and fleeing.
of contemporary and traditional furni90.1) of the Maine Public Broadcasting
ture and accessories by Maine wood"I like work that grabs atten- cated to images of women. My
Network Jan 25, 7 pm . For more inforworkers and other artists through Mar
tion and causes you to look at it a favorite of these is a photograph
mation, call 941-1010.
8. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-6 pm. Sun- Joum.1 Keeping Workshop taught
number oftimes," says the artist. of a friend of the artist at a weddays by appointment 729-1108.
by Alfred DePew designed for people
"Munjoy Hill," a photograph ding reception. She sits sandUSM GorIuun Art G.II.ry Brazilian
currently keeping a joumal and people
D' Amato has taken since moving wiched between guests who are
Naive Art, featuring 40 primitive paintwho want to start one. Problem solvto Portland, shows a young boy engaged in conversation with one
ings by eight Brazilian artists recoging, free writing, imaging and the Inclustanding cross-armed in the fore- another while she appears to be
nized as masters of the genre through
sion of dialogue will be discussed.
ground with a tough and aloof engaged in a half-cocked conFeb 15. Gallery is open Sundays, 12-4
Workshop oHered Jan 27, 11 am-4 pm
look on his face. Behind him are versation with herself. Her appm. 780-5409.
at the Maine Writers Center, 19 Mason
several other neighborhood boys pearance and her state of mind
St., Brunswick. Cost is $25 for memin a blur of motion and anxiety. are in direct conflict with one
bers of the Maine Writers and Publishers Alliance and $30 for non-members.
One stands behind him as if to another.
Pre-registration is necessary. For more
The photographs are docubash in the tough one's head .
information, call 729-6333.
Monet In the '90.: The . .rI••
The piece is one of D' Amato's mentations of life by the artist,
P.lntlngs Payson Gallery of Artis or- The Clulnging Polltlc.1 R•• lltl ••
favorites. Itis symbolic of the idea but they also tell a story. Th is
01 the Middle E••t: Wlult C.n
ganizing a trip to the Monet exhibit at
of being calm in the midst of story is one of unmasked truth
W. Expect 01 the '9O.? Micha
the MFA in Boston. Trip includes an inconfusion and evil. According to told by the artist, but it can be
Balf, emissary to the Northeast Council
troductory slide talk. Trip is $40 for
the artist, photography "trans- unique for each viewer who looks
of the Union of American Hebrew
members of the gallery, $45 for nonforms details to something more at the work. The images offered
Congregations, speaks Jan 28, 9:30
members.lnformation and reservations
not only what was literal, but
important."
am at Congregation Bet Ha'am, 11
can be made by calling the Payson
Wescott Rd. , S. Portland. For more
D' Amato has also worked in also what was very personal.
Gallery at 797-9546. Reservation
information, call 879-0028.
Les/ ~ Morison
deadline is Jan 31.
Old Orchard Beach. One image
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Public Art Artists for the Homeless
seek your feedback on recent Congress Street art installations. Express
yourseH. Contact JeHrey at n54182.
J ...n "nchex draws on his Puerto
Rican heritage for his paintings and
photography. He speaks about his art
Jan 31,4 pm in Hastings Lounge, USM
Gorham. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 78()'4440.
AnotherCub......: Jecq.... Villan'.
"Etude pour Put ••ux No" 3"
Gallery talk given Jan 31 at 1 pm and
Feb 4 at 3 pm at the Bowdoin College
Museum of Art, Walker Art Building,
Brunswick. For more information, call
725-3275.
Alternetlv. Mediums 1StM Visual
and performance fundraiser for AIDS
research, support, ele. Mar 29 at Alberta's and ZOOI2 in Portland. Artists
and performers interested in helping
out are encouraged to attend organizational business meetings Wednesdays,
8 pm at Zool2, 31 Forest Ave., Portland. Meetings continue through Mar
29.
Are W. Hewing Fun Y.t? Bill GriHith,
creator of "Zippy the Pinhead: discusses his work in a lecture Feb 1, 7:30
pm at the Portland Museum of Art,
Congress Square. Free and open to
the public. For more informanon, call
775-6148.
Percent for Art Competition Bucksport K-3 school now under construction announces a competition for artists to design, execute and install artwork in any media for either inside o.r
outside locations. Up to $24,000 is
available for the purchase of artwork
through Maine's Percent for Art law,
which reserves one percent of the construction funds for state-funded building projects to provide artwork for the
public areas of these buildings. For a
prospectus, send SASE by Feb 9 to:
Percent for Art Competition, clo Vernard C. Crockett, Superintendent,
Bucksport School System, P.O. Drawer
1519, Bucksport, ME, 04416.
Opening The Door to C,..tlvlty
Multi-media workshop uses art materials as a vehicle for risk taking, playing
and to gain new perspectives Fridays,
Feb 2-Mar, 9-12 am. No previous art
experience is necessary. For more informanon, call 829-5750.
M.ine Arts Commi ••ion Artl.t in
Re.ldence Progr.m The program
provides partial funding for programs
using artistswhoworkaminimum of 10
days in the schools or non-profit organizations. In most cases, funding will
be for up to one haH of the artists fee,
plus travel and materials. Application
deadtine for the program is Feb 1.
Applicants are requires to discuss their
applications with Arts Commission staH
members before deadline. Call 2892724 for more information.
Speclel Proj.ct. In Art. Educ..
tlon Program oHered by the Maine
Arts Commission in collaboration with
the Dept of Educational and Cultural
Services and the Maine Alliance for
Arts Education. The Commission is
seeking proposals in the following
areas: collaborations between schools
and cultural institutions, professional
development in the arts for teachers
and curriculum development Deadline for grants proposals is Mar 31. For
a copy of the gUidelines, and to discuss
the proposal, contact Nancy Salmon or
Sharon Townshend at 289-2724.

Urban people, urban life In
Portland School of Art show

OUT OF TOWN

SENSE
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River of G,...: The Florid. Ev....
gl.de. Slide-lecture presentation
focuses on the amazing variety of wildlife and habitats of the sub-tropical
Everglades and the Florida Keys Jan
28, 2-3:30 pm at the Maine Audubon
Society's Gilsland Farm, 118 US Rt.
One, Falmouth. Cost of $5. For more
information, call 781-2330.
Computer Prof_lonel. for Socl.1 R"poMlblllty Maine chapter
meets Jan 29, 5:30 pm in Room 340
PRVTC, 196 Allen Ave., Portland.
Group is working on a presentation for
high school students on ethics and the
computer. For more information, call
Ricky Cabezas at 761-2017.
Jud.lsm, Chrl.tI.nlty, I ...... end
Philosophy John Boswell from Yale
University gives a lecture "Three Quarrelling Sisters and the Friend Who
Became an Enemy" Jan 29, 8 pm in
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free and
open to the public. For more information, call 725-3151.
GTE'S Toxic W••t. Ugoon Public
hearing on the what to do with GTE's
Toxic Waste Lagoon Jan 29, 6:30 pm
at Edna Libby School, Standish. For
more information, call 642-3706.
The K.y.po: Out of the F _ t
Documentary shows the contemporary
struggle for survival by an Amazon rain
forest people, who have tumed to
modem visual media to present their
case to the world Jan 30, 7:30 pm in
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free and
open to the pUblic. For more informanon, call 725-3151.
Developing R.t.1I Busine•• Carl
Guepel speaks at Intown Portland
Exchange's Annual Meeting Jan 30,
7:30 pm at the Sonesta Hotel, Portland. Guepel is curren~y overseeing
the development project known as
"Boston Crossing," a 2.9 million square
foot mixed use development. He will
discuss what makes a particular area
warrant consideration for a retail operation; the role o.f govemment in decision making and what type and to what
extent incentives play a role in local
decisions. For reservations and further
information, caIlI.P.E. at n2-6828.
The Letln B . . .b.1I PI.y.r Phil
Hoose, author of "Necessities· and
writer for Sports Illustrated, will talk
aboutdiscrimination against Latin players in American sports Jan 30, 12 noon
in Rooms B and C, USM Portland Campu s Center. Free and open to the public.
For more info.rmation, call 780-4440.
Southem M.lne Appl. U.e,.
Group Macintosh meeting orelecommunications- Feb 1, 7 pm at Coastal
Computer, 487 Forest Ave., Portland.
The Art 01 Archlt.ctu,.1 Blog,..
phy Franz Schulze speaks Feb 1, 8
pm in Beam Classroom, Visual Art
Center, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Free and open to the public. For more
information, call 725-3151.
The Engll.h L.nguege Richard
Lederer, linguist, punster and author of
the column "Looking at Language·
speaks Feb t, 7:30 pm in the Rines
Meeting Room, Portiand Public Ubrary.
Monument Square. Free and open to
the public. For more information, call
871-1700 ext. 758.
Gount....Top Ethic.: Shopping for
• B.n.r Environment Workshop
designed to introduce consumers to
"supermarket ecology," the art of buying food and supplies that are good for
both humans and the environment,
Course is scheduled Thursdays, Feb
1-15, 7-9 pm at the Maine Audubon
Society's Gilsland Farm, 118 US Rt.
One, Falmouth. Cost of $30. For more
information, call 781-2330.
Politlc.1 .cllvi.t Vede Mond.y
speaks on racial issues Feb 2, 7:30 pm
in Beam Classroom, Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free
and open to the public. For more information, call 725-3151.
Ope,. Preview Mary Hunter, associate professor of music at Bates, gives
a free preview of Puccini's opera "La
Boheme" Feb 3, 2-4 pm at the Portland
Public Library and Feb 4, 2:30-4:30 pm
in Chase Hall Lounge at Bates. ·La
Boheme" is being performed Feb 8 at
Portiand City Hall Auditorium . For more
information, call the Portland Concert
Association at 772-8630.
Writing CI..... .t Portl.nd
Sch_1 of Art "Writing for Publication for Artists and Others," Mondays,
Feb 5-Mar 19, 6:30-8:30 pm; "Write
Now," intensive workshop to help participants get down to the job of writing
Feb 10,10 am-4 pm; and "Autobiography: The Self as Source Material,"
course to explore ways writers use the
stuff of their lives in fiction and nonfiction Thursdays, Feb 8-Mar 29, 6:308:30 pm. For more information, call
775-3052 .
Southworth Plenetertum Astronomy Shows Fri-Sun at 7 pm; Laser
Shows Fri-Sun at 8:30 pm. Admission
is $3 for adults, $2 for students and
children(nochildren under5). Wednesday aftemoon program for students of
all ages, 3:30-5:30 pm, $2. For more information, call 78()'4249.

FOR

KIDS

Children'. M _ _ 01 M.I_ is
looking for volunteers to work as monitors for the paperrnaking exhibit. Work
includes setting up materials, assisting
visitors in papermaking and providing
information. Training will be arranged
on an individual basis for people willing
to leam new tasks and who are dependable. For more information, call
the Center for Voluntary Action at 8741015.
D.y 0 - needs a volunteer to help file,
log, date, and route resumes on the
weekdays. Other oHice tasks may also
be included. For more information, call
the Center for Voluntary Action at 8741015.
D.nc. for The He.rt Volunteers are
being sought to participate in a threehour low-impact dance-exercise extravaganzaFeb 10, 10am-l pm. Dance
for The Heart is sponsored by the Internanonal Dance Exercise Association
and the Portland Regency Health Club
to raise funds for the American Heart
Association's cardiovascular research
and eductation. Registration is Feb 10,
9:30 am. For more information, call
Kristina Napolitano at 871-7054.
Big Broth.rs/Blg SI.t.,. of
Gre.t.r Portl.nd needs people who
are willing to make a commitment of at
least a year to see a child on a one-toone basis for three to five hours a
week. Volunteers must be at least 18
years of age; out of high school and
have lived in the Greater Portland area
for at least six months. A personal
interview, horne interview and training
session are required. For more information, call 874-1015.
The Femily CrI.l. Shell.r, an
abused women's advocacy project, is
sponsoring a training program for all
people interested in promoting nonviolence for all. Volunteer positions
include court advocacy, peer counseling in the shelter, and children's advocacy. Positions are also available in
the Bath Outreach office. Flexibility and
sensitivity to the needs of battered
women and children are essential.
Training begins Jan 29. For more information, call 874-1197.

MS R_dethon Maine Chapter of the
National Multiple Sclerosis Society and
the Portland Public Ubrary invite students in grades K-8 to participate in the
MS Readathon during the month of
February to raise money to fight multiple sclerosis. The grand prize for the
top fundraiser is a trip to Orlando. Interested students should stop by the
Portiand Public Library to pick up a
Readathon kit or call 761-5815.
C.mivel of The Anhnel. SaintSa!!ns piece of musical caricatures is
performed by the The Underground
Railway Theatre - an acting troupe
that combines music with puppetry,
story-telling and colorful costumes and the Portland Symphony Orchestra
Jan 27, 2 pm at Portland City Hall Auditorium. An ~nstrument petting zoo"
will be set up in the lobby one hour prior
to the performance. Tickets are $20 for
a family of four with at least one adult;
individual tickets are $10 for adults, $4
for children. For more information, call
773-8191.
Celeb,.tlon 01 the Chine•• Lun.r
New Ye.r The Children's Room of
the Portiand Public Library and the
Portiand Chinese School present a
program for the whole family to welcome in the "Year of the Horse" Jan 27,
2-4 pm in the Rines Room of the library,
Monument Square, Portland. Children
will learn their names in Chinese, see a
performance of Chinese folk dancing
and demonstrations of Chinese martial
arts and calligraphy and other cultural
traditions. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 871-1700.
Snow Picture. Workshop for children
ages 3-5 Jan 23-25 at 10:30 am and 1
pm at the Children's Resource Center,
Thompson's Point, Portland. Cost is $1
per child. To register, call 773-3045.
Children'. Mus.um of M.ln. Winter Workshops "Cold Experiments," a
workshop for school-age children Jan
30, 3:15-4:15 pm at the Children's
Museum, 746 Stevens Ave., Portland.
Free with museum admission. Reservations are encouraged. For more information, call 797-KITE.
P.rent. Anonymou. is a self-help
Toddl.r Mov.ment Cle. . for kids
program for parents undergoing daily
ages 3-5 oHered by Portland Recreastress with their children and who are
tion Tuesdays, Jan 3()'Mar 6, 9:30seeking help to develop better parent10:30 am at the Cummings Center,
ing skills. You can contact PA in Port134 Congress St., Portland. Fee is
land at 871-7411. All meetings are
$10. For more information, call 874free, confidential and informal.
8870 or 874-8793.
Juv.nll. Rheumetoid Arthrlti.
Mime.nd Movem.nt CI••••• SixSupport Group meeting Jan 27, 2
week session Tuesdays, 3:30-4:30 pm
pm in the Multi-Purpose Room III in the
Feb 6-Mar 13. Class taught bY Jackie
Campus Center, University of New
ReiHer and John Saccone at the MonEngland, Biddeford. Informal, "get
tanaro-Hurll Studio, 616 Congress St.,
acquainted" session; anyone interested
Portland. For more information, call
is welcome to attend. For more infor761-2508.
mation on this or future activities, call
Storl•• for Kids Portland Public liSusan at 767-3421 .
brary (871-1700): Mon, Wed and Fri, The F.mlly CrI.l. Shelt.rprovides
10:30 am; Riverton Branch Library
weekly women's support groups in
(797-2915) : Fri, 10:30 am ; Peaks IsPortland and Brunswick offering muland Branch (766-5540): Wed, 10:15
tual support and education for women
am; South Portland Public Library (799who are and have experienced vio2204): Fri, 10:15 and 11:15 am (3-5
lence in their relationships. For locayear olds); Scarborough Public Library
tions and meeting times, call FCS at
(883-4723): Wed, 10:30 am and 1 pm
874-1197.
(3-5 year olds) and Tue, 6 :30 pm (4-5 T_nege Women'. Support Group
year olds); Prince Memorial Ubrary,
meet every Wed, 6-7:30 pm. For more
Cumberland (829-3180) : Wed, 10:30
information, call Ilene or Lisa at 865am (2-3 year olds); Thu, 10:30 am (31355 days.
5 year oIds).
Dlvorc. Perspectlv_ is a group for
Flicks for Kids Portland Public lipeople considering or facing problems
brary (871-1700): Sat, 10:30 am and
of a divorce or breakup of a relationTue at 3:30 pm. Riverton Branch (797ship. The group meets every Wednes2915): Thu-Fri, 3:30 pm; Peaks Island
day - 52 weeks a year - at 7:30 pm at
Branch (766-5540): Tue, 3;15 pm;
Woodfords Congregational Church,
South Portland Public Library (799202 Woodfords St, Portland. Donation
2204): Fri, 3:30-4:30 pm.
is $1.SO.
WINGS Single Perent Support
Group meets Thursdays, 7-9 pm at
the Community Center, South Portland Gardens, MacArthur Circle, S.
Portland. For more informanon, call
772-2287.
The Portlend C_lition for the
Psychl.trlc.fly Lebeled oHers a
weekly writing circle fer all interested
mental health consumers. The group
meets every Friday at 1 pm and is
working towards publishing a collection of poetry and prose called "Hands
of Love." The Coalition Office is located at 142 High St, Suite SOl, Portland. For more information, call Catherine Sears at n2-2208.
Creellt Couns.llng Cent...., Inc"
is a non-profit family financial counselIMtruetlone1 Swim Aide Volunteers
are needed for the children's swim on
ing center. The counselors provide professional counseling to families needSaturday momings at The Leisure
ing guidance in money management,
Center. Volunteer will help children in
in family budgeting, and in the wise use
the locker room and assist the water
of credit. For a confidential interview,
safety instructor teach swimming lessons. Interested people must be swimcall 878-2874 or 1-800-882-2227.
mers who are both comfortable in the Outright Support group for gayAesbian young people, 22 and younger,
water and working with handicapped
meets weekly. For more information ,
people. Red Cross swimming qualificall n4-HELP or n4-TALK.
cations are helpful. For more information, call the Center for Voluntary AcconlinlM!d on pagt16
tion at 874-1015.
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Southern Main. Blu.s Socl.ty/WMPG 90.9 FM
Proudly p .....nts •••

Chicago Blues Revue

Pinetop Perkins

Hubert Sumlin

Big Daddy Kinsey

Saturday, February 3-8 pm
USM Gymnasium (Portland) • Adults $10 • Students $8
12 yrs & under w/adult free_
Advance tickets: Cumberland Electronics, Enterprise Records,
Amadeus Music, Sound Alternatives, New England Music,
Midtown Music, Record Rendezvous

Tickets also available at the door.

RE SLING
FRIDAY 1/ 26

DAUGHTER JUDY
with HOT PROPERTY
The Toooo Long Awaited Return
of the Incredible

SUPERFONICS

HELP

THE TRUE NON-BELIEVERS

13 BROWN ST., PORTLAND 772·7891
'-

I

EVERY
MONDAY
8P

YOUR
HOST

JIM JUNKI
Raoul's sponsors the best jam in Maine
Back"up band available
,. All ages Invited
,. Lights provided
,. FREE admission

'*' Open stage
'*' Sound provided

'*'

(2nd Monday of every month - All Blues Jam)

We need you to make it happen!

Visit Maine's #1 Live Music Club!

OFF THE
CLOCK

lilt, Ticket Info. n3·6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775·2494 ,.1111

II
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,."uary 25, 1990

Casco Bay Wetkly
amti",,,,d from pragt 15

SPORT
WELL
HELP

BI_rgetlclCore Energetic Ex·
erclse CI... Bioenergetics helps
participants unify all levels of their lives.
Class is Tuesdays, 6:30-8 pm. For
more information, call 846-0600.

Winter Yard hie Small appliances,
children's clothing, fumiture and more
on sale Jan 28, 9 am-2 pm at the
Portland Jewish Community Center,
57 Ashmont St., Portland. Proceeds
will benefit the center's programs and
services. For more information, call
772-1959.
Chine. . New Y_r a.nquet sponsored by the Chinese and American
Friendship Association Jan 28, 4 pm at
Hu Ke Lau Restaurant at the Maine
Mall,S. Portland. TIcketsare$15, $7.50
for children. Foradvance reservations,
call 688-4826.
Amne.ty D.nce All ages, chem free,
refreshments available. The dance
band Paper Moon plays Jan 27, 811 :30 pm at Yarmouth High School,
Elm Street, Yarmouth. TIckets are $5,
available at Queen of Hearts, Harbour
Books, and at the door. All proceeds to
benefit Amnesty International Group
.355, Yarmouth.
Downtown Person of the Year Intown Portland Exchange is looking for
nominations for an 'outstanding business person who has contributed to
our city by taking some positive action
during the course of the year: Award
will be presented at I.P.E.'s annual
meeting Jan 30 at the Sonesta Hotel,
Portland. Nomination information is
available by contacting I.P.E. at 477
Congress St., Suite 1006, Portland,
772-6828.
Women'. V.lentlne'. Day Dance
to benefit the Women's Music Co-op
Feb 10, 8 pm-12 am at Presumpscot
Grange Hall, Forest Ave., Portland.
TIckets are $6 at the door, $5 by mail
prior to Feb 2. Mail orders to Women's
Music Co-op, P.O. Box 17, West
Buxton, ME 04093.

A.R.T.S. Anonymous (Artists Recovering through the Twelve Steps) meets
Mondays, 7 pm at the Reiche Community Center, Brackett St., Portland.
MADD W_kly Victim Support
Group Survivors, their families and all
tion instruction and discussion 01 the Style. for Life Two-day cut-a-thon is
whose lives have been changed dracourse material and refreshments Jan
part of a statewide eftort to raise funds
matically at the hands of a drunk driver
/.N
31, 7 pm at 98 Maine St., Brunswick.
for AIDS service groups in Maine.
may share the emotional aftermath of
b'll ~. <l
For more information, call 666-3396.
Regular and new customers are asked
such a crime with others of the same
I ~
He.lth Screenlnp Health Promoto call the nearest salon to schedule an
experience. The group meets Thurstion Program 01 Community Health
appointment for that day. Participating
days, 7 pm at the MADD office, 9
Services sponsors adult health saeensalons in the Greater Portland Area
Deering St., Portland. For more inforing for diabetes, anemia, colorectal
are: Oak Hill Hair Design, ScarborM.I_ Outdoor Adventure Club
mation, call 773-MADD.
cancer, high blood pressure and choough, Jan 28, 12-5 pm (883-3000);
Upcoming trips: Pinkham Notch crossR_olve Support network for infertile
Ie sterol. Time permitting, two or more
Pond Cove Hair Fashions, Cape Elizacountry
skiing
and
North
Conway
nightpeople sponsors workshops and suptests per person are available. Oonabeth, Jan 28, 10 am-2 pm (799-7865);
Jan
26-28
(775-1034);
Ice
Skating
life
port groups. For more information, call
tion. Date, time and locations are as
Panache, 165 Commercial St., PortParty and Cookout in Limington Jan 27
774-4357 or 846-4379.
follows: Jan 31,9:30-11:30 am at St.
land, Jan 28-29, 10 am-6 pm (772(637-2216); Snow cave workshop in
Depres.lve and M.nlc Depre..
Anne's Church, Gorham; Feb 8, 10
5767); Salon 316, 316 Congress St.,
Andover
Feb
3-4
(773-0476);
Crossslve Anonymou. Support and inforam-12 noon, Salvation Army, CumberPortland, Jan 28, 12-5 pm (772-1212);
country
skiing
at
nature
preserve
in
mation group meets Mondays, 7 pm at
land Ave., Portland; Feb 13,9:30-11:30
Tresemme Salon, 798 Main St., S.
Wells Feb 4 (839-4919); MOAC Winter
Woodfords Congregational Church,
am at Oak Leaf Terrace, Freeport; Feb
Portland, Jan 29, 12-4 pm (773-3520);
Festival at Cape Ketcha in Scarbor202 Woodfords St., Portland. For more
20, 12:30-2:30 pm at the CongregaShockwaves, 2Vannah Ave., Portland,
ough
Feb
10
(883-9525
or
773-1779);
information, call 774-HELP.
tional Church Hall, Gray; Feb. 21, 9:30Jan 28,11 am-7 pm (772-7425); Status
Cross~ntry skiing in Millinocket Lake
Younll F.thers Program at the
11 :30 am in the Community Building,
In Hair, 416 Preble St., S. Portland, Jan
area Feb 17-19 (777-1767). For more
Portland YMCA, 70 Forest Ave., offers
Windham; Feb. 26, 1-3 pm at Town
29, 10 am-5 pm (767-7100); Ocean
information, call the Outdoor Trip Hota support group for young fathers every
Hall, Scarborough; and Feb 28, 9:30Breeze, 18 Ocean St., S. Portland Jan
line at 774-1118.
Monday at 6 pm. Educational groups
11:30 am at st. Anne's Church in
29,9 am-5 pm (767-3368); Caroline's
are held on the second Tuesday of Motor Sport. Thrill Show on Ice
Gorham. For more information, call
High Styles, 22 Pembroke St., PortJan 25-26 at8 pm, Cumberland County
each month. For more inlormation, call
775-7231 ext. 551.
land, Jan 29, 10:30 am-3 pm; and
Civic
Center.
Tickets
are
$11.50
in
Betsy at 874-1111 ext. 221.
Image Makers, 50 Maine Mall Rd., S.
advance, $12.50 day of the show.
Tr.naupport is a non-profit, non-sexPortland, Jan 29, 10 am-2 pm (774Children's tickets are $6.501$7.50. For
ual, social and educational peer sup3712).
more information, call 775-3458.
port group for transsexuals,
crossdressers, their families, friends Appalachl.n Mount.ln Club January Outings atthe Pinkham Notch Camp
and people interested in gender isin New Hampshire: "Ski Touring
sues. Meetings are held every other
Crawford Notch· Jan 27-28. For more
Sunday at 6 pm. For more information,
information on any of these workshops,
call 854-3528 or write to Transupport,
call theAMC at (603) 466-2727 or write
P.O. Box 17622, Portland 04101.
Workshop Seaetary, AMC, PO Box
The AIDS Project, 22 Monument
by Lynda Barry
298, Gorham, NH 03581.
Square (fifth floor), Portland,lists many
W.lly
Ball
No
experience
required.
support groups around Portland for
Casco Bay Bicycle Club meets ThursPWAs and the lovers, caregivers and
days at the Tennis Racque~ 2445
friends of PWAs. For more inlormation,
Congress St., Portland. Most weeks
call 774-6877.
FoR ONE THING THE SoNG 1$
AliT I FUL I\IJP
the group plays at 6;30. Call 774-1118
I
THINI<'
!:jD~
ARe'
A
IIE"A!JTlfVL
'ff:f..So N •
for times.
Portl.nd Amateur Wrestllnll S0evEN THOlA6H You DoN'T TAlI'< TO iA E
ciety PAWS is now accepting new
"N~ Mop-e EVER. SINC.E oup. THIN6 ArniE
members. All ages and levels of expePAR-I< I KNOW ~O(,\ WE"REN'T J:~T VSI"'(,
rience welcome. You should be fit and
PEOPLE {.~ BE So (01.0 BLOOO.D,THE
have sincere interest in military-<:allegiate style wresUing. Coaching pro-rntN6~ THEY SAY TO TIt~ TO BRING EIIGII
vided at weekly meets. For more infororHEJl, DOWN. SoME GIRLS WHOSE NAMFS \
mation, call 773-8341.
TELL TP.tED TO BRING ME DoWN AT
Offahore Bill G.me Sportflahlng
.. George Raveling, the collVN(i 9':1 SA~ IN6 ':jOU SAID SoME ntlN6S'
Seml .... r presented by the Saco Bay
orful Washington State basketA80vr AI:
F~AT I AM.
Tackle Company Jan 30, 6 pm at the
ball coach, after it was sugBiddeford Elks Club, Rt. I, Saco.
gested he should recruit more
Admission is $4. For more information,
white players to Pullman,
call 284-4453.
Ca.co B.y Bicycle Club Upcoming
Wash.: "When the athletic dievents: Deering Oaks Skating Party
rector said I should recruit
Feb 2, 6:30 pm (874-0737); Ground
more whites to keep the folks
Hog Day Celebration - cross-country
in Pullman happy, [ signed
skiing, skating, tobogganing Feb3, 3:30
Rufus White and Willie
pm in Cumberland (829-4402); Full
White."
Moon Cross Country Skiing and Pot.. Yogi Berra, perhaps the
Luck Dinner Feb 6, 6:30 pm in Cumbermost quotable jock of this or
land (829-3234 or 874-0737); Night
any century, on a fancy White
Skiing at Shawnee Peak Feb 9, 5:30
pm (meet at North Windham Shop 'n
tTS Nor I.It\E I'M SA~ ING I WANT 'jbH F~£
House dinner he attended: '1t
ALSO THAT WE BALLE", I J1AST LAUGHED
Save, Rt. 302. 892-0267); White Water
was hard to have a conversaM~
BOYFRIEND. Se'",IASf I W"'NI 'jQ1;\ III
IN T\1EI1t FAC.ES AND THEN I JUST KEPT
Rafting Slide Show and PoUuck Dinner
tion with anyone, there were
8E
F!tH.
JUST l~Al 'jOI4"Ve GoT A F~t.ND.
Feb 13, 6:30 pm in Gorham (892-0207);
ON T~UC.I<.IN' !3t:CAUSE" F/tOM KNOWIN&
so many people talking."
Cross Country Ski Weekend at Rustic
M~
PHON\:;
NVJ'l\&E~ IS PA5-4~5".IF
~O'" LIKE I Do ITS SO 08VtOUSL'j ~ LIE'"
.. Elaine Johnson, a small
Camp near Katahdin Feb 17-19 (777,:!014
EVE~
fE£l
DowN AND NO ONE cAN
Canadian golfer who carries a
THA:T ~o~ WOVLD EVER. SAy ANYTWij%
1767).
big stick, after one of her shots
vtJPERSrANP Ido'" I ALw.... ~S WIL.~. I HDPE
Bowl.A.Thon Benefit for the Maine
LIKE TkAT. ANOTl-\E~ PAlI-T OFTI-\E SONG
struck a trees, rebounded and
Peace Campaign Feb 3, 10:30 am at
\jOIA DoN'T Tf-IlilJK n-lt$ LElI£ltl$ STVfIP.
Goes:
I L.oVE ~ou Fort WHo \:Iov ARE NOT
landed in her bra: "I'll take the
Yankee Lanes, Brunswick. For more
eVE'"
IF ~OiJ NEVE~ SpeAK TO .ME" ./l6A/N
il-l-e
ONE
~O\\
FeEL
';10V
NEE~
TO
BE.
1information, call 761-1993 days, 865two-stroke penalty, but ['11 be
I'L~
f'JE
VER SA':1 ~OllR.E A USE R. 8t(IWH
9659
evenings.
HOPE THill OoESN'T A\At<E
FHllJI~I/tD
damned if I'll play where it
Outdoor Trip Hotline Latest bicylays."
or. PeAc.e.
• MA'J~~~t~~~
Bvr ITS TRVE.
cling, hiking, camping, canoeing and
.. George Rogers, Saints
'(Ol4
:;:;
other trips sponsored by the Casco
running back and math major,
Bay Bicycle Club and the Maine Outon his goal for his season: "I
door Adventure Club. Call 774-1118.
want to get to 1500 or 2000
Portland Recreation's Winter
yards, whichever comes first."
Pool Hours Reiche Pool (874-8874):
Adult Swims M W F, 7-8 am; T Th Sa,
.. Irving Rudd, boxing pro12-1 pm; M-F, 4-6; Open Swims TTh,
moter, on the ego of Hector
3-4:30; Th, 6:30-8 pm, Sa, 1-2:30 pm.
Comacho: "His greatest dream
Riverton Pool (874-8456): Adult Swims
is to die in his own arms."
M-F, 12:15-1 :15 pm; Sa, 12-1 pm; MW
Mike Quin"
F, 6-7:30; Open Swims M W, 7:30-9
pm, Sa, 1-3 pm.

~i l.-rJ!tt>

~
~ ~

~

Index
animals
antiques
auctIOns
aucitlons
billboard
biz 981V1ces

boats

body & soul
busfness opportunHIes
catering
child care
dating services

entertainment for hire
Ilea markets
gigs

--

SWM EAR LY THIRTIES,
professionat,
interested
personaVspiritual exploration and
growth, concerned about global
problems, positive attitude about
change, ready lor slowly developed,
deeply commited, mutually
growthful relationship. CBW Box
640
TALL, ATHLETIC, happy, relaxed
family doctor starting practica.
Seeks tall, slender, shape~ lady
23·28, I have a little yacht, I aiso
like to snuggle and play outdoors.
Portland-Lewiston area. CBW Box
652
DWM 36 non-smoker would like to
meet S or DWF who lokes
motorcycles, skiing, camping,
danCing, movies and travel for
friendship and possible romance.
Wrne PO Box 123, S. Windham,
Me,04082
SWF PROFESSIONAL 26, UNH
MSU, EMU alumni, 5-8, 125, i:jonde
hair, green eyes, no dummy, not
IooImg lor a hay roller; seeks SWM,
6+ 26-35 who likes: Raitt, Childs,
Mayet, The. Supremes, E1I1..-idge,
Jazz, MeXican food 1& other
adventures) horses and horsing
around. He is adventuresome, has
sense of humor INew Yorker Mag
style) and takes care of himself
and those who matter to him. I am
new here and looking for friends.
Intrigued? Photo and letter to
CBWBox651
NEW TO MAINE 6-4 SWM MBA..
handsome, honest, vibrant,
romantic, spontaneous, sensous
southern gentleman, seeking
attractive lady for reciprocal
friendship. Photo, phone, address,
please to PO Box 1014, Bath. Me,
04530
BiWM SEEKS GM/BiM for
friend, companion. Race, color not
restrictive. Must be honest,
Sincere, canng. No lushes, drunks
or druggies. rve been artllJnd. rm an
artist wnW, like the sea, nature,
travel, good chow, esthetic laid
back life ~tyle, music, plays, etc.
Was marned, but no seconds on
another crucifixion. I am a Qreat,
compaSSionate, humane person.
Takes two to tango. CBW Box 648
SF 30 seeks splntual~ centered
friends to attend lazZ/blues
performances with. Non-smokers
only please. caw Box 708
WANTED! A BLACK KNIGHT
who dares to care, who likes 0 walk
and likes to talk, who's kind and
sharing and a little danng, write to
me and we shall see. WF must be
discreet, late thi~ies, respond
CBW Box 707
SWF 24 seeks fnendshiplrelationship With 18 year-old, blonde, long
haired rocker SWM, record store
cierk. PO Box 2581, S Portland,
ME 04105

IDEALIST creative SWM 30
educated professional, true
follower of Chnst and not dogma,
love of art, Ireland, Beatles,
laughter, CiaSSIC films, antiques.
Are you intelligent, attractive
SWF 22-29 with identical
interests, Christian concern, eager
to meet kindred SPirit? Send
phoo. CBW Box 6S3

ARE YOU a 35-45 year old man
honest, educated, down to earth?
Do you enjoy music, 1I1eater, the
outdoors and inner space? Do you
think life's an adventure thars
bener shared? This attractive
DWF has your ticketl caw Box
628
WHAT A DEAL! For only the cost
of a postage stamp you rould get a
date with this lun, athletic, midtwenties male. You must be female
Imain req-uirement). Limited
offer, respond nowt Photo
appreCIated. CBW Box 563
MWM professional, early 50s,
non-smoker, varied mterests
including the ar1S, travel and the
outdoors, sense 01 hll11or, woold ike
to meet positive, intelligent woman.
CBW Box 619.
MWM 29 alienated and unfulfilled.
Would like to develop multi faceted
relalJonshlp with MlDF 28-48 for
mutual support and development
CBW Box 605.
GWM 42 5-8, 900d-looking
mascuhne and straJght appearing
seeks sincere and honest GM 2040. I enjoy quite times, dining out
and hiking. Not into drugs and not
promiscuous. ~ for same who
wants to develop a sincere and
ful~llIlng relationship. CBW Box
605.
SLIGHTLY OFF-CENTER SM 32
seeks co-conspirator for
companionship and minor
adventures. Some adjllClives come
to mind' informal, shy, airy,
Intell~ctual, ~thletlc, positive,
lingUistic, Sincere, rythmic
aesthelie. I appreciate balance and'
~uth.enticity, preCISion and
IntultJon, breakfast I exist in a small
circle 1I1at needs expending. Lets
explore the concept of singles
cafes. I'm not kidding, really.
Thanks. caw Box 725
SWF 25 bodybuilding, buxom, bebopping blonde Barbie in need of
chem·free Ken for late night
In my 69 'vene. Phoo a
. CBWBox 726

o

AT

CBW
WE'RE

ALKING
RSONAL

Starting February 8, with each
Casco Bay Weekly 'Person to
Person' ad, you may also place a
'Talking Personal'. FREE of
additional charge. 'Talking
Personal' is a great way to share
more about yourself & to learn
more about the people who
respond, It's also faster than by
mail. Watch the Casco Bay Weekly
Classified section for details.

roonvnates

stuff lor sale
wanted
yard sale
real eatete • for sale
real estate. for rent

or call Mark Kelleher at 775·6601

o erson

•

Mike Quinn's
sports quotes
of the week

use coupon below

home services
learning
legal services
lost & found
mualcal instruments
notices
person to person
reaeation
ricla board

wheels

employment

ea Ine: noon Monday

17

Classified eds must be paid for In advance_ We accept cash, penional checks,
money orders, VISA and MASTERCARD.
ConsuH the RATES In the coupon to determine the cost of your ad_ FOUND Hems are
Ustedfreeasapubiicaervice.DEADUNEfor
all types of class/fJed advertising Is Monday
at 12:00 noon for the following Thureday"s
edHIon. Ads received after the deadline will
be run starting With the next Issue. CBW wfD,
not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual
services for money or goods, or ads wfth
purely sexual content CBW will not print fuU
names. street acidreases or phone numbers
in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST either provide a Post OffICe Box number in
their ad or use the CBW BOX SERVICE (rate
Information In NJ FORM). All Information
pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON advertisers Is kept strictly confidential. Casco Bay
Weekly reserves the right to categorize,
refuse or ed" ads due to Inappropriate content. etc. CBW shall not be liable for errors of
omissions In, or a faiiure to Insert, any advertisement for which" may be responsible,
!:>eyond actual apace occupied by the ad In
which error. omission or failure to Insert occurred. Classified ads are not refundable.

COUPLE WANTED by straiQht
white , married traveling
businessman, late 30's who visists
Portland weekly. Tired of dinner
alone and lonely nights at motel.
Dislike bar scene and one night
stands. Seek warm relationship
wrth she who is attractive and he
who is understanding about
sharing. CBW Box 621,
SWM 28 - this anractive blueeyed professional is simply looking
for an attractive lady who's
sincere, stable and int..-ested in
lifs finer qualities. Lers share
some laughs. Send photo if
possible and phone number. CBW
618.
GWM 32 -5'11·, 180, handsome,
lonely, Well-built, athletic, sensitive,
type. Seeks other Bi or Gay studs,
f 8-32 for friendship, maybe
romance, no fats or lerns please.
Send photo and phone lor quick,
guaranteed response. Discreet and
honest, all races welcome. CBW
Box 616.
SWF 25 - Tall
attractive
edventurous, independent thinker,
will try anything once. Looking for
a handsome SWM between 25 and
31, non-smoker, preferably well
read and wei travelled with a welldeveloped sense of fun. CBW Box
660.
I DON'T CARE if you're losing your
hairll Extraordinarily energetic,
liberal, artistic, slim lemale, 35,
seeks that elusive, humorous,
intelliaent man for conversation
and wmter sports. CBW Box 702
HEALTHY, WELL-EDUCATED
high achiever man, seeks well·
educated lady with a sense of
humor for a bit of romance.
Western Maine would be nice. CBW
Box 703
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATED
athletiC, clean cut, attractive, 30
year old MWM seeks fun SiMJOWF
for romantic, discreet interludes.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Respond
to PO Box 235, Brunswick ME
04011
'
,
SWM 28, PROFESSIONAL, good
looking, stable, With very positive
ouitlook on life. Enjoys keePIng fit,
the ocean, dancing, mOVies, good
conversabon.. .if you're a SWF who
likes 0 laugh a lot, and you beileve
that a great relationship sta~s
with a great Iriendshi~, 1I1en we
ai'eady have somett1ng I'l commonl
CBW Box 713
HEALTHY COUPLE, late 205,
early 30s, interested In meeting
anractlve woman 24-34 who IS
interes ted in meeting us. Please
send phoo, caw Box 712
I'M LOOKING TO FORM a small
group for gay men in the Gorham,
Buxton, Standish area. Games
night, dining out, movies, etc., Drop
me a II'l8Ior aquick response CBW
Box 711

YOU NEED TO MEET ten people
belore making one friend. I'm
Increasing my odds by ~acing thiS
ad. How about increasing yours?
ThiS SWF 29 looking to chat with
SlDWM. Curiosity may have killed
the cat, but satisfaction brought it
backl Wood lord Station, Box
6764, Portland, 04101.
FRIENDSHIP FIRST, then who
knows? Professional SWF 29,
anractive, lun-Ioving and slightly
old fashioned seeks non.smalling
professional SWM who is warm,
Inteligen~ has a sense 01 humor and
enjoys a variety of activities for
friendship and possibly more.
Please respond with phone, photo
appreciated. CBW Box 646.
VALENTINE, BOUND to please,
seeks gentle but firm tutors willing
to tie up time with a 9-112 week
class. Lace and red ribbon optional,
course ou~ine and resume required.
CBW Box 645
SM 40, 6-1, t90, warm, sensitive,
honest, successful, romantic,
generous, seeks bright, attractive,
feminine woman 25-35 for intimate
relationship. CBW Box 649
CHEERFUL, ROMANTIC, local
business man, MWM 49, with lots 01
free time, lfamily lives away) seeks
local lady to share friendship,
more? MF welcome, discretion
assured. PO Box 10184, Portland,
ME,04104.
TIS THE SEASON to get in shape
for motorcycle riding, mountain
biking, beach walks, nice dinners,
and etc. I'm a Single professional
WM, 40, who is healthy, never tned
drugs or alcohol and does not
intend to start now. I'm seeking a
straight forward, level headed
female, 27-35, to join me in getting
away lrom being a workaholic. I
need to Unwind. Send info to PO
Box 2653, S Portland, 04106
SWM 36 seeks BiWF 25-36 for
mutual friendship, good times and
some laughs. Please include phone
number and lets get toge1l1er.
CBW Box 642
SWM TIRED OF THE SAME old
white bread, would like to t!Y soul
lood, oriental, and asian dishes.
Good looking, professional,
intelligent, 30 some1l1ing nice QUY
thinks there has to be something
bener than air-head blondes. If
you befieve In princes and romance,
wnte CBW Box 710
OF 36 LOST in a winters sleep
seeks SIOM to awaken her and to
share in the arrival of spring and
more. If you feel, as she does, that a
mOVie, the outdoors, and a meal are
richer il shared, please respond.
CBW Box 709.
I DON'T WANT MR RIGHT, just
Mr Right Nowl SF 26, attractive
and in dependant, looking for
handsome guy for good
conversallon and company. PatJenca
IS NOT one of my VI~Ues. Hurry, rm
waJIJng. CBW Box 730

WOMAN WANTED: ex-hooker
OK, exalie dancer OK, Bi OK. Past
unimportant, only our future. t.Iy
closets are hall-empty, so please
write this 35 year:oId slim blue
eyed mm. caw Box 704 •
GWM 34 dark hair, beard, 5-9,
155, aflectionate, sincere,
attractive. I enjoy the theater,
music, outdoors, intimate dinners
lor two, cross-country skiing,
traveling, cuddling. rm Ioalling for
that special someone, but very
willing to wait Lets get together
5000 and get 0 know one another.
CBW Box705
LOOKING FOR SPARKS? SWM
26, bike racer, law studen~ seeks
politically liberal, physically fit
woman, 22-30. Must like Huskies.
CBW Box 705
M W F looking for BiWF for
friendship, fun and quiet intimate
moments. PO Box 4685, Portland,
ME04112
SENSITIVE AND SECURE SWM
=:~ for woman to share with
.
, in a tend..- genuine way.
Enjoys life's simple yet true
pleasures: walking in the sun,
laughing with friends, being toved.
If 1I1is feels right, lets see what
else we share in commonll W9icome
all warm responses. Phone and
photo appreciated but not
necessary. caw Box 716
AHOY CAPTAIN 01 the Maggie J,
caught yout Looking for someone to
say 'aye-aye'? Still burning up the
Old Po~? Lets get together for a
beer or a BBQ-you know where to
find mel
DWF 44. passion for life and social
issues, high energy, Witty, welltravelled; seeks man who IS 'userIriendly', verbal. sensitive, nonsmoker, health concious, wears
natural fibers, on hiS way to
beCOOling evolved, high on the food
chain. caw Box 7t4
SEEKfNG CRUSADER to help
celebrate my 28th birthday. My
philosophy is: Ufe on the hill was
great. the 90s have got to be
better, and there is only one easy
street. Dinner would be great as
tong as we remember to eat If
purple is your color, let me know.
PO Box 1458, Portland, ME
04104. Reply needed before 2-19.
IF YOU ARE A St1IWM 28-40,
emotionally healthy, curious,
inventive, articulate, adventurous,
warm, witty, trim, close to brilliant
and/or heavily in debt due to
massive educational costs, ego-less
man, then chances are some good
woman already has a life contract
on you. If she doesn't, please write
with Jilone number, as you may help
enrich a life !hats going quite well
already. IThe life of a pretty,
petite, artistic, 30s, SWF
professional SWF, into arts,
travel, growth, nature, outdoor
sports. ) CBW Box 675.

~ n""""""'Y.

If you derive regular income
from the 8ubjecta(S) of your
Cla""ifJed Ada(aj please
uae the business rale.
And lhank you for
chooeing casco Bay Weekly

I DON'T WANT MR RIGHT,
just Mr. Right Now! SF 26,
attractive and independant,
looking for handsome guy for
good conversation and company. Patience is NOT one of
my virtues_ Hurry, I'm
waitin ! CBW Box 730

a mg services

;/,

~\\ \~
When was the last time you met
someone who blew you away?
Don't leave it to chance. Let us introduce you to
someone special. Selectively. Thoughtfully. Cheerfully.
Bemg single in Maine can
rrr_ rtl____ r
be fun again. Why wait
any longer? call
'lUucfi
The Personallbuch.

Q:€"t:/.;x1/1U/,

31 Exi:llan)\eSl •. Portland. ME04101
773-1088

M~~~

Compatibles
"The Dating Service That Cares"

You've seen me on Donahue ar,d U.S.A. Today.
As the oldest dating service in I-o.E., we have
1I1troduced thousands of singles with caring
concern and affordable rates. ~'hy not you?
We're not just another
dating service.
We're Compatibles.
Call for a free

consultation.

767-1366
Portland

783-1500
Auburn

Always imitated but never equaled.

'~OUPQ~n.E
lheCBW
Claalned
Pol", before
compteteing hi.
form. Write legibly
or
type, and
use
additionat
pBpe!'

PERSONAL
OF THE WEEK

EFFECTIVE 1-1-90
All charges ant per week
fndlvldual Bus"""
Up to 30 words
$7.110
$9.00
31-45 words
9_00
11.00
46-60 Word S
11 .00
13.00
Each AcId'I word
.15
.20
CBW Box Service
3,00
3.00

MESSAGE; _____________________________________________

COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:

CASCO BAY WEEKLY
Classified Department
187 Clark Street
Portland. Maine 04102
Not lor publication: We need the following information
to print your ad. " "";11 be hetd In slJict confidence.

NAME ___________________________

ADDRESS _____________________________

CnY _____________________________
STATE ___________

~PCODE

____________

DAYTIME PHONE _______________________
PAYMENl:
I

PREFERRED CATEGORY: _____________________ TOTAl WORDS: _____
BASIC RATE (from above)
+ ____ EXTRA WORDS AT ____ ¢ EACH

I
I

CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)
SUBTOTAl
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WAtfT AD RUN
TOTAl ENCLOSED

Check
Mastercard

Money Order ____
Visa

Cred" Card # _________________________

+-------

Expiration~D:at:e~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;..-

+-----x _______

'-_______________-ll _ ____________________________________=_____________________________________ :
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IZ services
WANTED: People who want 10 lose
up 10 30lbs in 30 days. The diet
diSC program is Dr recomended,
100% guaran-teed, for under
$100. Call 774-8784, 10-5, leave
~.

THE SUN ALWAYS SHINES at
Maybe Somedayl Heartwarming
books and gifts on Munjoy Hill,
belWeen Levinsky's and Whole
Grocer, at 195 Congress SI.
Winter hours 10-6, Mon-Sat,
Sundays by chance or appt. 7733275.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for
innovative program for people with
MS. Call Maybe Someday at 7733275
METAPHYSICAL readings from
a spirttJal perspective offer insipht
and practical application regarding
our current energy field, life
r,essons,
past lives, personal
symbols and archtypes. Tarot
reading&aJso available, call Regina
al 729-0241.
REIKI HEALING:
Let this
Japanese energy balancing
technique relieve your holiday
stress and pain, leavinQ you
mentally clear, renewed revitafized
and feeling great. Call Kristen
Erico, 2nd degree Practitioner
773-1346
ASTROLOGY and TAROT card
readings. Call for an appoinlment,
JUdith 846-0606 or 934-1109.
SPIRITUALITY in recovery, 4
weekly &9Ssions using affirmations
visualizations and the tarot to
enhance the self in the spirtual
phase 01 recovery. Available
January 18th, call for information.
775-2233.
MEDITATION in everyday life.
Meditation is a way of resting the
mind, opening the heart and
creating harmony in daily life. Five
tuesdays, beginning Jan. 23, 7:15
pm in Yarmouth. Call Carroll Dunn
at 846-0764 alter 6.
Cost
$30.00.
MAKE YOUR New Year's
resolution a permanent one. Do
bandaids and jury-rigs sound
familiar? Make a resolution to step
off the treadmill of short-term
solutions. Learn to effectively
resolve conflicts and diminish chaos
by learining more about you. Make
your goal for the new year and the
new aecade a happier and more
confident you. For groups and
individual counseling call 7726892.

GETTING WHAT YOU NEED
lrom your partner, with David Lee,
MEd, LSAC, identify your
subconcious relationship radar.
Discover your core needs
(especially those you have learned
not to have). Learn mask for your
needs in a healthy way. Date: Sat.
Feb. 24, Portland. Fee, $30. For a
flier, contact David Lee, MEd,
LSAC, at 985-7655
ENNEAGRAM GROUPS to star1
first week of February. Learn
ancient Sufi personality indicator
which helps us know ourselves and
others bener. Call John Balicki at
767-7137.
WOMEN WHO LIVE APART
from their children. Group now
forming. Women who do not live
With their children, whatever the
circumstances, often have feelings
of loss, pain, guilt anger and
isolation. Join a safe, supportive
envilOnment with other women who
undersland. We will be startinQ
soon in Portland. Call Karolyn
Rossein, MA, at 766-2809
BIZARRE and biodegradable
bum per stickers. For a complete
listing send SASE m: PO Box 201,
Cape Conage, ME, 04107.
ONE DAY DREAM SEMINAR
SaltJrdar.' February 17, Call Dwinell
and Hal, 799-1024
WANT TO HAVE GOOD HEALTH
or win Megabucks? Have a fulfilling
romance? Fear no more. Serious
people write. I of strong faith and
spirituality will pray and light a
cand Ie for you for half an hour.
Send $5 or more to Daniel, PO
10493, Portland, ME, 04104.
WOMEN: Does being in love mean
being in pain? Learn how to change
dysfunctional
relationship
patterns, Therapy group now
forming based on ·Women Who
Love Too Much·, For more
information call 871-9256.

WOMEN'S ADOICTtON RECOVERY
CROUP

12 week group is forming to
address the needs 01 women ..no
seek. theraputic group in addition
to 12 step Involvememl The group
provides a safe, supportive
environment to explore recovery
Issues such as low sen-esteem,
isol.llon and shame related to past
behavior.
PartlctJlar attention will be paid to
women's SOCietal role explrienee
and codependent behavior which
perpetuates focusing on the needs

INTRODUCTORY
MYERS BRIGGS
TYPE INDICATOR
WORKSHOP
Led by

C. WAITE MACLIN
M,DlV,

SATURDAY

JANUARY 'D, 1990

For 11111 .. 111o",,"Uon call

n3-1314
orwrlll

PO Box 1259
Portland ME 04104

af others and not her own,
WOMEN'S lCO,",
COOEPEROERCYGROUP

t2 week group starting to address

ACOA Issues including self·esteem,

difficulty With intimacy, establishing
appropriate boundaries and
Improving Interpersonal
rel.tlonshlps. Experiential
techniques will be used such as
family sculpting, guided tmagery

THE SPARKLE SISTERS,
professional house cleaners,
experienced, references, honest
and maJure. Let us put your house
In orderl Call for estimate, 774ALL YOUR
3103 or 799-1616.
Resumes
HOUSECLEANING for your home
Technical Reports
or apartment. Treat yourseW, this
Transcriptions
week or all week long. References
Manuscripts
available, call Candice at 688-2218
TYPING NEEDS!
or days at 781-2330
PROMPT, EFFICIENT
TYPING: Resumes, term papers,
774-5410
etc... Good Rates, Satisfaction
~~~~~~;;;~- Guuarenteed.
Leave a message. Call 865-6722.
B.B. CLEANING SERVICES
Residential cleaning for the 'too
busy with important sltJff 10 deal
with housework' pefson.
References avail-able, call 878Winter Craft Classes
3259
Basket Weaving· Batik DOE-DOE'S CAKESnTHINGS
Sewing· Ceramics
Mother, give yourself a break. Let
Faux Boxes· Stenciling me serve your kids icecnaam and
& MORE
cake, let Doe-Doe the Clown
entertain your child with games,
8li Yo!1l: SI. Portland
balloons, and party favors. Doe871-0112· 799·1401
Doe will su pply cake, ice cream,
punch, balloons and party favors
for $59.95 lor ten children, $2.95
each extra child. Call Doe-Doe at
m-0018, leave message.
COLLEGE STUDENT with truck
avaHable to do odd jobs and moving.
Very handy and can fix most
everything. Excellent references,
DOWNHIl & X·COUNTRY
call any time, day or night, 7742159, leave message.
INCOME TAXES prepared at
reasonable rates. Accurate,
prompt, personal service .
Electronic filing for quick refund
free before Feb. 28. For
appointment or estimate call John
Hudson at 772-1199, 7AM to
1OPM, 7 days a week.
BOOKKEEPING, accounting, and
THOROUGH & ORGANIC
tax preperation for businesses and
FACIALS
individuals. High caliber work, 16
DEEP MUSCUlAR
years experience, reasonable rates.
RElAMTION MASSAGE
SM Accounting Services, 7974510
ACUTE & CHRONIC
FURNITURE RESTORED by hand.
PROBLEMS ADDRESSED
Hand stripping, repa ir and
refinished by ex-High School shop
CALLJO NI RASKI N
teacher. Chairs start at $15. Free
773-0463
pickup and delivery in Portland
area. 878-2312, leave message
TIRED OF LOOSE TILES?
SOUND
Around your tub, or floor? Call mel
Experienced
in new or repair tiling,
ALTERNATIVES
mosaic and quarry. Excellent
Portland's Used Music
references, call 878-2312, leave

HAIL MARY
TYPING

**
*
*

~

EZ SKI

RENTALS

the~(/hed
775-5117

BODYWORKS

...
...
...

message.

Source pays cash for
your used records,
tapes, C.O.'s
WE BUY
COLLECTIONS
ca II 774-4446
10-61..Mon_ - Sat.

TAX PREPARATION - faster
refunds for business & individuals.
File eiecb'onically and save weeks
01 wailing I ~ile now. Very
competitive rates. DRESDEN
CONSULTING GROUP. BUSiness
&Management Consultants. 7374333 leave message.
ATTENTION Macintosh users:
Software training and development
services provided at your location,
at your convenience. Hourly lees
similar to computer classes, yet
much mor eproductive. Call
Computer Designs at 871 -1430
TAX RETURNS prepered by Doug
Smith, MBA. Reasonable fee
quoted in advance. Free pickup and
drop off in Portland area. Call
797-4682 for appolnlment 7 to 9

CUSTOM WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY

and shame reduction.

More Information? Contact
lucy Chudzik
Intown Counseling Center
477 Congress Sl
Portland, ME 0410t
207-761-9096

COUNSELING

For Eating and Body Image Issues
IndMdual and Group Therapy
New group starting Feb. 7, for women age 30 plus

Lisa Busse, MA, (EDT· 775-7927

ARE YOU A "DlFFICULT" PATIENT?
The MIND BODY INTEGRATION PROGRAM
helps people improve their health through easily
learned techniques tbat can restore the body's
nahlral balance and bring an increased sense of
control to life. PROGRAM participants keam to
elicit the re1axation response, a pbysical state of

deep rest that changes the physical and emotional
response to stress. The relaxation response is

elicited by mental focusing techniques, which bring
about measurable physiological cbanges_ These
changes counteract many of the physical effects of
stress.

The Photographers
Jeff
Margerison
772-4206

Joel
Bicknell
772-8999

:--REMOOELING BY --j

PM.

MAGIC TOUCH CLEANING,
1 VISION CRAFTERS ' home and office, wee~y, biweekly,
• • Kitchens· Bathrooms 1 monthly, or bimonthly. Call Bonnie
loday for free estimate
1 • Repairs· Additions
'I Robinson
at 772-1493.
•
• Insured
CUSTOM SPRAY FINISHERS,
Free Estimates
fine furniture, wicker, cabinets,
window inserts, shuners. All types
1 Let us add the change that can. of surfaces. Free pickup and
, make your house a home 1 delivery to our spray lab. Ask for
1 Chartes Fredericks
• Fleet at 773-0577 or 871-0960.

! •

j

i.... __ !73:04~~ __ J

CLEANING
Home, Office, Condo
"Nobody IikBS to hur
about Complny dirt,

ex"pt us."

Casco Bay
Services
Let us hur about your dirt!

879-7049

For ;n(orma.jon on a new course starling in lale
}anlllJI'Y, call 01' ",rile:

Conrad R. Wurtz, Ph.D.
18 Center Street, Brunswick, Maine 04011

tel: 729-9916
LOSTI Two cats, from Sandpiper
Cove Condos, Black Point Rd,
Scarboro, on Jan. 12. One small
female grat tiger, answeres to
Buddy, and one large male silver
longhair named Tog . We are
brokenhearted, please call 7745601 days or 883-9534 eves.
Rewardl
FOUND! Black & white halfpomeranian half-poodle, vicinity of
Exchange St. on 1-15-00. Call
772-0498 or 874-6481

/IImMIty 25,1990

WHYISNtT

YOUR

AD
HERE?
775-6601

call tocl.,1

emp oySOUS CHEF for on-line and
management position in small,
contemporary restaurant Creative
and challenging work environment
Send response mCBW Box 700
CAFE
ALWAYS seeks
dishwasher, prep person, FIT,
PIT, call 774-9399.
HELP! The Pepperclub needs
dishwashers, cooks, wait-persons.
Are you reliable and energetic?
Come see us for an interview at 78
Middle St, Portland, afternoons
balWeen 2-4. No calls, please.
MODELS, women 18 plus wanted
for photography and video work,
top pey, experience preferred but
not necessary. Send photo or
composite to BOA Productions,
PO Box 5341, Portland, 1.4E, 04101
or call 774-1938 to rmore details.
ATTENDANT HOMEMAKER,
mat-ure, reliable, car preffered,
for disabled female. 20 hrs per
week, AM, $6 per hour, relerences.
772-7933

musIc

GM 29 non-smoking professional
seeks similar to share 2 BR condo
near Maine Med fealtJring firaplace,
tin ceilings, flOcket doors, your
room with bUilt-in bookcase, bay
window. $275 plus. Respond CB W
Box 630
GM SEEKS M/F roommate to
share 2 BR near USM, $260 plus,
avail. 2-1-90. Respond CBW Box
302
•
WOMAN 25 YEARS or ordel
wanted to share large sunny
eastern prom apt. Hard wood
floors and wood stove heat Nonsmoker please $260 plus 1/2
utilities. Available Feb 1st. 7610421 .
M/F ROOMMATE wanted to
share comfortable home in
Westbrook. 2 BR, WID, cable.
Should be willing to share
responsibilities of renting a house.
Very quiet and clean. $275 plus
utils and dep. Call Soott eves. and
weekends 854-5426 or 770-7907
days.
FEMALE roommate wanted to
share 3-BR apt. 1 block from
Eastern Prom. Sunny, HW flrs, IQ.
kitchen, porch and small yard".
Driveway. $185 plus third utils.
879-0519 after 6. Feb 1.
GENTLEMAN
interested in
meeting single person for
hOUSe/apt. sharing. Mature neat,
W.
MAN SEEKS M/F to share 2BR, considerate, responsbile. 7751st fl. carpeted apt. Includes 0632.
workshop sltJdio, attic storage, CHEM FREE home in Yarmotuh
garage, perking, WID. Chern-free. (RT 88) High wooded ridge.
quiet S Portland area, avail. now. Private enlrance wood stove 18x30
$275 plus utils. 767-4120.
room. $390 includes everything
PEAKS ISLAND _ It's not posh but the phone 846-9038.
and it's not easy; but you can BAXTER BLVD> area-beeautiful
breathe the ocean at sunset touch place with parking. Professional
the stars at nigh~ and wake I:l hear person, non-smoking, no pelss, lots
the leoperds wail. rm looking lor a of prIVacy. Sharing but like living
quiet healthy, ecology-concious
alone. $300 plus utfis. Call anytime
MlFn to share this small, two 772-0852.
bedroom home located a full mile's FEMALE roommate non-smoker,
walk from the fenry pier. It's $325 inc. all. Close to 295 &
tucked In the trees and heated by a Baxter Blvd. No pets WID DIW
woods love. Housework can sit.
secure bldg. Parking chem-Iree
smokers can sit outside. No pets, no persons only. I have a cal 773Republicans. $200/mo. & half the 4544 .
rest. Interested1 Write CBW Box FEMALE quiet non-smoking chem007. nI respond promptly.
free, room male wanted to share 2
NON-SMOKER share my home, bedroom apt. on West Street With
$255 includes all. No pets, parking, 25 yr. old. Rent $287.50 plus
male or female. N. Windham near electricty. Heat and hot water
Big Sebago. $255 sec. dep. Call
included. Avail. Now. 761-9547.
892-8264, leave message.
VEGETARIAN ROOMMATE for
FEMALE 23 seeks lemale for
2
bedroom
apt.
in
sunny 2BR seaview apt. on Munjot Scarbborouuuggh near beached.
Hill. Newly renovated, $250 plus No Cigs. Good dog ok. $200 ~us
cheap utlls. Call 772-4004, leave han the usual stuff. Catl for other
message anylme. Avai. noN.
iinfor. 883-0155.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted fOl TWO WOMEN AND CAT seeking
nice 2BR apt in Deering area. Quie third woman age 30-40 to share
neighborhood, sunny, parking, WID, spaCIOUS, homey first floor
$325 inc. heal. 774-4440, leave apartment near Back Cove.
message.
Peaceful atmosphere, yard, huge
FEMALE seeking female to share kitchen, your own bathroom.
nice 2BR apl. in West End-SprucE Responsible
professional
SI. HW firs, olf-street parking, preferred, non-smoker, health
garage. Non-smoker preferred. conscious. Avalable immediately 01
$275 plus utils. Call 879-1882.
Feb 1st. $255 plus utilities. 774A PLACE TO CALL HOME for 4103.
M/F roommate. Avail. Immed. or ROOMMATE needed for 4
Feb. 1. Quiet, comfortable 2BR In
badroom house in Cape Elizebeth .
West End. No pets, no smoking, no Short commute to Portiand $220
conservatives 773-1782
per month plus utilities, WID
MIF WANTED to share parking, must like dogs. Call 799comlortable home. rm responsible, 2634 anytime.
health conclOUS, and musical. Non- M/F ROOMMATE to share 3
smoker please. $300 per month and bedroom VictOrian Apt. Vaughn
half utils. Call Gary at 773-2498.
SI. non-smoker, large bedroom
QUIET NON-SMOKING prof- with view WID prefer pollitical &
eSSional for residential 2 BR musical tastes $233 inc. util. Kris
townhouse oondo. Deck, DfW, WID, 775-0356.
microwave, storage, $325 pius ROOMMATE WANTED 10 share
uilis and deposit. 854-0145
warm comfortable 1W0 bedroom
LAKESIDE HOME - 2 Lesbians apt. In West End $265/mon.
includes utilities and parking. 775seek 3rd to share 3 BR horne on
Forest Lake. Beautiful view. only 0790. Please leave message.
10 minutes to Portland. $lOO + SHARE CHARMING spacious
util. Call 829-4230.
antique home, 45 State St Gorham
ARE YOU A LESBIAN looking village. Large private BR
for comfortable apartment- w/sunroom. Share QOUrmet kitchen,
positive iVII~ space? 2 women seek DR, FR, yard, parking, laundry. No
third for three BR duplex, quiet smoking or pets, seek nonsexist
Deering area. $238 plus third utils. musiclover, MlF. $350 single,
$425 couple plus share ullls. Call
Avail. now. 761-406i.
M/F ROOMMATE wanted to 839-8156
share a large sunny 3BR apl law HOUSEMATE NEEDED for sunny
Scarboro home to June 1. Clean,
school area. Non-smoking, $217
plus utils. Parking. 77a-4078 eves responsible, quiet people only.
ALL FEMALE household seeks Student welcome. $225 pius sec.
fourth to shans 2-story West End and utlls. Call 883-5985
NON-SMOKfNG M/F housemate
apt. 1.5 bath, large BR wlwalk in
wanled for S PortlandlWiliard
closet, WID. yard. call eves. 775Beach contempory home. Large
0626
YOUNG MALE prolessional private yard, 4 blocks to beach,
looking for nonsmoking M/F to $300 inc. uti Is. Call 775-4010
share nice 2BR on West Prom. HW days or 761-3720 eves.
floors, skvlites, OW, avail. Feb 1.
879-0956
LOTS OF SPACE, $200 plus third
utils, for MIF who is responsitje,
clean. ~arge 2-fioor, 1.5 bath, off
Woodfords, on busline. 774-9123,
avail. 5-1 , negotiable.
ROOMMATE WANTED quiet,
chem-free person to share 2BR
apt in S Portland neighborhood.
Look.i1g fer someone who goes away
some weeksnds. $275 inc. all. Call
799-4316
PROFESSIONAL FEMALE
wanted Feb 1 for oozy 2BR Munjoy
Hill apt. wnaundry, perking, $250
plus heat, security. Call 871-8078
ROOMMATE WANTED to share
house in W Buxton. Completely
furnished, low rent, quiet area.
Responsitje man or woman please.
Calf me at 929-5834, leave
message ff 1m not in.
ROOMMATE WANTED M/F for
spacious apt. in Pine Point
Scarboro, 2 blocks from beach,
large BR wlView of marshes
available, 20 mins from Portland,
oH street parking, WID, shared
kitchen, LR, quiet neighborhood,
must like cats. $300 plus, 8831473.
HOUSEMATE NIS to share
comfortable home in Falmouth with
garden, laundry, near ocean.
References, $275 plus, call 7814610
SOBER NIS M/F wanted for 3BR
apt. on West End. Large apt.
wlfireplace, HIW ffrs, $172 per
plus 1/3 utils, dePOSIt. Call Mdy or
Rob at 874-0226. Friends of Bill

PIANO LESSONS with NYtrained pianisVc om poser Eliott
Cherry. AI ages ar j levels. Looking
fOlWard to the smle on your childs
lace I Adults wek )me. Call 7722442.
MUSIC EDUCATOR will come to
studenfs home and teach beginners
of all ages in piano, keyboards and
rythem intrumenls. Call Sandy at
772-5636.....

learnin

DARKROOM RENTAL and sunny
StudKl. Share In Intown darkroom.
Hourly rental $6, 3 hour milllmum,
daily, weekly rates disoounted. Call
John at 775-0748

ARTISTS'
STUDIO SPACE
At last a downtown historic
building devoted to artistssculpturs. photographers
and art related people at
affordable rates of $135$275 per month for rooms
and suites (includes heat
water and electricity).
Rooms feature views, tin
C8~ings , plaster walls ,
hardwood lloor. and
painters sinks. Security
oriented. Renting fast.
Join otller Portland artists
at The Artists Studios

799·7890

DO

YOU

ROOMY ONE BEDROOM apt,
newly constructed, well-insulated,
WIW convenient to USM and Maine
Med' private entry, no stairs, off
street parking. 883-5447 days
and eves or 773-2150 Sats.
NORTH STREET

2 bedr•• m ',Irlmlntl,
$395/415, ,In 1111"1..,
Gar-,I." wi, .. 'f II.t
C..... ,ff-Itroll ,lrIIlnl,
rof",n... In' l I.. rh,
requlro'. CIII 774-6986 lor
1,p1.

1979 CHEVY PICKUP
V-8, 70K, New Mexico truck, runs
great, must sell soon. $1500 or
best offer, 774-0692 or 7757926 ask for Erik.
TOYOTA Pickup 1984 Highway
mies, well-maillained. Cap, siders,
aluminum wheefs. $3500 or best
offer. 772-3258.
1.82 SUBARU sedan-red, 4 dr,
PW, PS, PB, AC, some rust,
129,000 miles, $1000 or best
offer. Must sell. 865-3433.
1985 FORD RANGER with cap, 5speed, 4-cycl, $1650 or best
offer. 772-7880.
VOLVO 1965 122 2-dr. nice
condition, 2-litre, dual carb, 4spd., sport exhaust. $2500 or
best oHer. 637-2384.
CHOICE 1.84 Calebrity SIW.
Newly rebuilt engine, 98K, $2600.
82 Dodge 400 821<, $1600. Both
cars Well-maintained, good shape
inside and oUl Make offers,
6904.
1987 JEEP COMMANCHE 4-<:yd,
4-wheel drive sport truck. Power
steering, power brakes, Am-FM,
black, moderate highway miles,
never piowed, good condition. Good
deal at $6000. Call 772-~.
1186 SUBARU, excellent
condition, AM-FMcassette, sunrook,
38,000 miles, selling for $3600
far balow whet you'd pay on a car
lot. Compere at $5000. 8797037 eves.
19as MAZDA RX·7 GS model,
immaculate finish, AC, PB, PS.
BlacII with gray velour. A fun car
to drive. Below book at $5975.
878-2312.
197. CHEVY CAPRICE LandaL
roof, 4-<1r, AC, cruise, stereo, new
tires, battery, all Good oondition
with new sticker. $1000 or best
offer. 775~586.
83 TOYOTA CAMRY LX CC,
AC, all power, AM-FM
cassettelequaJlzer, excellent shape,
high miles, $2800 or best oHer.
82 Pontiac Phoenix, 6-cycl, ce,
AM-FM 77,000 miles, exoenent
shape. $1000 or bast offer_ Tim,
879-7038.

1985 TOYOTA COI'IIIlI GTS. 5speed, air, sunroof, fun car.
$4550 or best offer. 772-2919

1985 BUICK RIVERA fully
loaded, excellent condition, call
879-1869.
orm.a589.
1987 4X4 SUBARU GL COUPE
BUY YOURSELF a Christmas LT. BlUE, 651<, GREAT SHAPE.
presenl 1972 Chevy pickup, ASKING $6500 CALL 797-4673.
48,500 original miles. Must sell IF MOTHER TOLD YOU to slop
$450. 773-9726, leave message.
being shiftless, gat into gear with
1985 JEEP CJ·7 hardtop, 6 cycl, this standard trans. V-6, 1981
40K, AM-FM cassette, center Malibu wagon. New sticker, runs
console, summer bikini top. Looks strong, looks good. $950 shifts
good, runs great, rust proofed. ownership. 657-2454.
Mus t sell no reasonable offer 1987 OLDS CUTLASS Ciera-AC
refused. 971-8293. GTD
power windows. AM-FM stereo,
1181 VW RABBIT 4-dr. cruise, tilt, car pphone oplional.
99,8000 miles $800. Call 761- 58K excellent condition, %5500,
call 878-2748.
9450 after 6:30.
1987 FORD F035e 1-lon truck 1984 VW JETTA 4-dr., 5-spd,
with stake bed. Transfereble lije sunroof, blue cloth interior, fine
time rust proof warranty. 30,,000 condition, asking $3375. Call 761miles, $12,500 call 874-8529 M-F 2595, messages returned.
or 787-2187 night or weekends.
1179 FORD FAIRMONT wagon,
4-cycl,
good
1188 TOYOTA 4x2 excellent 4-spd,
condition. 14,000 miles, Brahma transportation. $695 or best
cap, slide windows, rust-proofing, oHer. Step:-up OH trailer, good
AM-FM stereo, asking $7200. condition, $000 or best offer.
Don, 839-4567 eves. please.
929-6956.
74 PlYMOUTH 2-dr. hardtop, S- 77 VW RABBIT
diesel,
6 , low miles 55k inspection sticker, impeccable maintenance record ,
body axxcellent inside and out, new near mint condition, cloth intonor
ballerys and tirestorsion bar 4-dr., 4-spd, AM-FM cassette
needs working. Best offer. 774- with equalizer, luggage rack,
optional winter tires & rims,
6571.
1989 FORD PROBE OT Turbo. incredibly clean. Avg 45 mpg,
loaded with every option inciuding $1495 firm. 784-2739.
CD piayer, red with red interior. 1987 FORD IRONCO axe. condo
ItJst sell, buyiIg house. Call Darn at power package, cruise control,
runnin boards with lights, Ire radt
m774-5626 or 865-3058.
1985 5MB '0005, 4-door, 5 AIC. 36K, $13,000. 829-3297.
speed, sunroof, AC, AM-FIoI Clarion 82 VOLVO WAGON overdrive,
88K, runs good, body great askillG
Cassette, 68K miles, cruise
$4600 or best oHer. Call late
contrail, heated &eats, all electirc,
fog lights. Excellent condition 774-0435.
$7900. 774-0004.
82 PEUGEOT 604 Turbo diesel,
AMC HORNET wagon, good axoellent oondilion, power wi:ldows,
sunroof, and locking system.
sticker, runs well, a true classic!
$5400 negotiable. 774-1343.
$350, call 883-1473.
1984 MERCURY Grand Marquis, 1189 F-150 XlT Lariat SuperCab
LS, loaded, 461<. new muffler & pickup with a~ and loaded, 5 spd,
shocks, excellent condition $5500 15K miles, bed liner, exoellent
shape, $10,000 or best offer.
or best offer, 773-2577.
683- 8496 after 6PM.
1980 VW SCIROCCO 4 speed,
lOOK, 2 new raciaIs, runs well, some 1986 SIERRA 1500 GMC pickup,
rust $475. 847-5028 after 6PM. power sterring, stereo, $3500 or
t988 TOYOTA Tercel, 5-spd, best offer, 883-3962 days or
7500 miles perfect condition . 883-6496 after 6PM.
Want an automatic. 879-1889

n

88 MAZDA 626, AMlFM cassette
stereo, PS, 5.spd, 11 K, $8250.
797-8966.
1979 VW MICROBUS-86K, New
tires, banery, excellent condition,
no rust camper insert. $1800 or
best offer. ~15 .
1183 CHRYSLER LEBARON red
4-dr auto, cruise, 30 mpg, no rust
looks great, runs good, wellmaintained, recent sticker. $2200
or best 846-4324.
1984 NISSAN 300 ZX excellent
condition. 49K, 5-spd, t-tops.
Loaded, white WMn interior. Will
cry when I sell. $7900. Call 7746489.
1985 VOLVO GL wagon, Ioadedair, auto, leather seats, wine
wlbeige interior, mint 5OK, AM-FM
cassene, call 781-3072 or 7722202. $9900.
87 HONDA ACCORD LXI
hatchback, excellent shape, AM-FM
cassette, AC, cruise, pwr wind,
pwr mirr, snow tires, PBIPS,
$91 00, 773~373 or 773-1110.
87 Gli JETTA all the extras
bright red, sunroof, AC, great
shape, ,$7500 or best offer.
774-8066.
84 MERCURY LYNX High
mileage, virtually no rust new
brakes, 4 new radials, ~ght gray_
Please call the Goodwins at 7617003 eves.
83 PLYMOUTH HORIZON
hatchback. auto, 34k, brand new
snows, top mechanical shape but
needs body work. No room 10 store,
so bargain priced at $600. Great
deal. 774-2244
76 LINCOLN TOWN CAR
res1Dred to new condition. Full
power, leather, new tires, $1900,
892-7122.

ACCOUSTIC GUITAR, very good
condition, 6-strlng, hard case,
$225, 774~543 eves.
DOBRO like new, $450, Casio CT~O stereo keyboard $275,
~ ascam
Porto-05 4-track
cassene recorder, less than six
hours use, $325, call 761-4324
F.REE TO GOOD HOME upright
Plano, nice wood, lairly good shape,
you pay moviflQ. Not so free..$500,
Juno 106 barely used synthesiser
and practice wnp. 774-1024, eves
& weekends, 775-5408, ask for

kn
COMPlETE COMPUTER system.
Victor 9000 dual diSC, 840 K,
software/manuals for Words tar,
Lotus 123, Cobal. Excellent
Brother HR15 daisy wheel printer.
Great system, $500. Brother selfcorrecting typewriter, $75. 7676018
KENWOOD 43.4 car stereo. PUllout model, auto reVel'$e, tape
advanoe, Dolby NR, many other
features, used, but it works fine.
$200, Call Gary at 773-1027 eves.
APPLE MAC 512·E goo d
condition, $600 or best offer, aiso
1.1101 interface for Mac or Appfe 11
GS, still in box, call 879-7048,
leave m96S8Q9.
ELECTRIC GUITAR like new,
series 10, lIocking tremola. 5 way
SWitch, 3 pickups, stand. Crate G20 wnp 60 waltll, RMS, hardshell
cue, Strato cuter style, $400
firm, 773-7533

BEIGE sectional sofa with queen
sleeper, and teak entertainment
center. $750 for both or best.
985-7278
MAC SE 1 meg RAM 20 hd with
standard keyboard. UpgradinQ to
SE 30. excellent condition,
Hypercard, system 602, shareware
and fr_are, $2250 or best, Rich,
772-4400.
PROFORM TREADMILL running
or walking up to 9 mph, used 4 fDOIi,
orig. $1000, sacrirlC8 for $650 or
besl. 773-0749,
READY TO flY! Red hawk
ultralight enclosed cock pit push
button start, full aerilons and
flaps. On wheels, with floats,
$6500 or besl Calmaran with new
trampoline and roIIerreefing rig,
$1400, 799-4305.
OKIDATA mlcroline 393 printer,
top of the line, software, extra
fonts, nbbons, $1400 new, tested
but never used, $850, 846-3397
ORIENTAL RUG authentic, new,
beau~ful hanwoven Kashmir rug,
pure wool, new ones sell for $1100,
must sen at $850. 6x4, 773-7988
SONY VIDEO camcorder, Hm,
many extras, perfect condition,
$600 or best oHer, call 725-331 0
or 725-9494 eves.
EXEC. SECRETARY walnut desk
refinished $225.
1880 Smith
American Victorian Walnut pump
organ with lamps and stool $575 5 oak straighlback chairs $18,00
each call 878-2312.. Leave
1TI8&68g8.

Turci Illccholis
_ ADis magna

Avistwmi
_ Argiro/« uniti

-

ll«pus br.qtus

_ Auliniall1tlD'ianuz

_ E. pluribus unllm

'.

_ v-c..s <lII«IlS

_ Postofficillm IlItJeriamIlm
_ lorulllumllS 1ivi1I~
_ Avis IlJdOapelfS1IS
Avis-oculllS cwens
_ PitnWowes stIlmpus
_ FaJco.bogartIlS maltens
_ HedllS (et 1ec11lS)cro
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Ozrdinales SIl11dillmtisii
Videocolora ertincbl
_ 0ul1lS potAtorillS-SllgtlCLS
_ OulllS-bianco cigar"

Portland, Maine 04102

MAC 512K enhanced computer,
ideal for school, home or business.
800k extemal drive. turbo mouse
and software, call 854-2972
MACINTOSH SE DUAL 800k
driVes 1 meg ram, purcha&ed new
12-89, must sell $1750 or bast call
772-0963
WANT SOME FUN IN THE SUN?
I've got a ticket 10 Miami, leave Feb
16 and return Feb 24, fer $365 its
yours. 775-2966, leave message.
ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA
full 1988 set with book shelf, great
condition, asking $350 or best,
772-1218, leave message.
NEED FURNITURE? Rent-a-Set
rents new furniltJre, TVs, VCRs,
stereos, and appliances. Short or
long term, rent to own. No
obligation, no deposit. Rent-a-&t
127 Marginal Way, Portland, 7610097
SAIL BOARD mistral competition
with cus1Dm heavy duty mast and
reinforoad sail. Excellent condition,
$450, ask for Dave at 766-2650
TWIN SIZE FUTON FRAME
blonde wood, east 10 assemble,
$30. Portable BIW TV, $25, free
armchair, comfortable and great
for funky ap~ 761 -7029
QUALITY USED FURNITURE,
rock maple BR set, dbl. bed, 2 4drawer chest, one with mirror,
$450. Also king size maple
headboard w/2 twin box &
mattress, 2 night stands and 6drawer maple chest $600, pine
mans desk w!swlVel chair, $450.
879-1644

THE ORIGINAL NOTEBOOK
computer-Tandy 100 w/32k word
processing,
spreadsheet,
database, outiiner, modem telcom
~oflWare, daisy wheal printer,
cables, nbbons, great for student
or as 1st compuler. Ong. $1000,
now $500. 871-8964
GIVE YOUR HOME a tropical
atmosphere with Ihis beautiful
Broyhill hVlng room sel. Orig .
$1800, saCrifice lor $1000 or
best. CaN 773-3525
USED OFFICE furniltJre, folding
tables, drafting tables, Fax,
phones, calculator, chairs,
Intercoms, etc. Call 883-3962 or
883-6496.
SKIS Rosslgnal 4M , new in 89,
used lWice, 203cm, Saloman 957
bindings, $600 value, sell for
$495, 657-4312
OFFICE SALE IWO line phones
great design black shell :\ Unlls.
$75.00 ea. phone. Answering
machine w/beeper $50.00 .
TypelWrlter with memorylDisp
Sharp ZX-405 $450.00 and More.
Call 773-8545.
MUSIC MAN gUitar amp, 2
channel, 1'l' Calestion speakers,
great condition, $350 or best
offer, call Phil at 775-5032
MILLER WELDER Rouqh<1ock 2E,
16HP Tecumsah engine, 50 ft
leads, heavy duty cart, $950 or
best 883-3962 or 883-6496.

Solution to Reol Puzzle #2
1)

• DEALANfIQUES?

Choose Casco Bay
Weekly as a vehicle for
delivering tile message
about your business
to the Portfand area's
most active readers.
Our readers want quality
service and professionals
they CjII1 trust. Help then
find you in the caw
Classlfleds _

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? lfso,
there is a $20 gift certificate from Alberla's for the first prize winner_ A $15
gift certificate from Green Mountain
Coffee Roasters awaits thesecond prize
winner_ Conteslants are ineligible to
win more thanone prize ina four-week
span. Only one entry is allowed per
conteslant per week.
All entries for this week's Real
Puzzle must be received by noon
Wednesday, Jan- 24_ The solution for
this week's Real Puzzle will appear in
the Feb. 8 issue of Casco Bay Weekly_
Fly your best guess to:

Paxwoodstocd

BonomrnllS /ala
Avis Icirui

IMlS.

• Pl.}LL TEETH?

• TUNE PIANOS?

The binomial system of classifying
birds was first suggested by Carl von
Linne (Carolus Linnaeus), a Swedish
naturalist, back in the 18th century_ Of
course, there weren't as many species
then.
Seeifyoucanmatchthebirdsbelow
with their pop-Latin nam~.

_ DafidllC

Real Puzzle .4

• REPAIR CARS?

• SELL HOUSES?

Noms de plume

Casco Ba, WeekIJ
187 Clark St....t

• GIVE MASSAGES?

• SHRINK HEADS?
204206 SPRING ST. Spacious
modern two bedroom apt. available.
Wall to wall, laundry lacilitl9S, fully
applianced kitchen. $550 per
month plus utils. Call Spectrum at
797-0223
56 EXCHANGE ST. Unique one
bedroom apartments now available.
Variety of styles include IWI)-Ievel
With loft, wail-to-wail, security
system. Excellent Old Port location.
$4 75 to $525 plus utils. Call
Spectrum at 797-0223

w ee s

m-

STU 010 132, pottery lessons and
spece rental. Wheels, slab, power
extruder and kiln available. Lessons
inciude teachiflQ sessions, practice
bme and materials. Small classes,
references available. Call Lisa al
772-4334 or 879-0432.
LIFE DRAWING CLASSES with
Greg Parker. Open to students at
all levels. Wed. eves, 6:30-9:30 or
Sat moms 9:30-1 2:30 in my studio
at 317 Cumberland Ave. Portland.
6 weeks, $125, model fees included.
Start Jan. 24 or 27. Call 7740751 for Info.
THEATER CLASSES at Mad horse
Theater. A spontaneous discovery
of self-expresSion uSing dramatic
movement, improV1saoon, gesture,
mime and other theater axerclses.
Students will create theater
vignelles based on personal
experience, imagery and writings.
For beginners and others .
Directed by Frans Rllnbout, who
has taught at NYU and at the
University of Winnipeg. 6 Tuesday
evenings 7:00-8:30 staring
January 30th. $60. Call 8790882.

1•

KISS ME,
YOU FOOL!

Send a special
,....'" _ message to your
"Love Muffin"
in the Feb. 8
issue of

~
For details call
Robyn or Mark
at 775.6601

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

It's a Mad Mad Mad Mad
World
How to Marry a Millionaire
Duck Soup
Gone With the Wind
High Noon
Gentleman Prefer Blondes
Heaven Can Wait
Little Caesar
Close Encounters of the
Third Kind
Horse Feathers
Grease
Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs

13)
14)
15)
16)
17)

Tobacco Road
The Mal tese Falcon
Sa turday Night Fever
Daddy Long Legs
I Was a Male War Bride
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A quiet week here inthe Real Puzzle
mail room; we imagine everyone was
enjoyingtheJanuarysomeofuswished
Oh, OK, we'll accept 'Twelve
could last until April_ Paula Smus of
O'Clock High" for "High Noon." Bul
Portland can enjoy a hot meal at AI"Sham
"for "Grease," and "The
berla's when cabin fever starts to set in.
for "Daddy Long Legs"?
Kris Taylor from Peaks Island canhave
No, forget it.
some fun at Green Mountain with the
second placewinnings-weJJ worth the
ferry ride over to the big town.
• 1990 United Feature Syndlcate_

Godfat~'

_---Community Programs---_

Wou~d

you trust the
call of three ufllpires?

From Disgrace to Amazing
Gr:ace
o.

A special evening lecture with

Joe Clark
conlroversial high school principal, au!hor, and subject
of !he film Lean on Me
Monday, February 12 at 7 p.m.
U~iversity. of Sou!hern Maine..c Portland Campus Gymnasium
Ticket price: $12 advance/ ~ 14 at !he door/ $10 lor senior
citizens and groups of 10 or more
For more information conlact:
Depqrtment of Community Programs
University of Southern Moine, 68 High St" Portland
874-6500 or 780-4510

(.) University of Southern Maine

PORTLAND

**STAGE**

If no one believed the ump, there

COMPANY

wouldn't be any winner, right?

presents
3 GREAT PLAYS

There are going to be three big umpires - monitoring teams- at the elections in Nicaragua on February 25, 1990:
• The United Nations Monitoring Team
• The Organization of American States (OAS.) Monitoring Team
• Former President Jimmy Carter's Monitoring Team
We think the U.S. Administration should abide by the "call" of these three
impartial groups as to whether the elections were free and fair - regardless
of who wins the elections.
We also believe that if the umpires rule that the elections ~ free and
fair, the U.S. trade embargo should be lifted - regardless of who wins the
elections. (President Bush has told the United Nicaraguan Opposition that
he will lift it if they win!)
•r

If you agree that we should olav fair, please ask

·· ,
'

..

=

Sen. George J. Mitchell
P.O. Box 8300
Portland, ME 01104
874-0883
Rep. Joseph E. Brennan
177 Commercial St.
Portland, ME 04101
780-3382

Sen. William S. Cohen
P.O. Box 1938
Portland, ME 04104
780-3575

Paid for by the
Citizens' Committee for Free and Fair Elections in Nicaragua
and by the following businesses and concerned citizens:

.
.
., J~ 'lJ. · J.. J.
- .

~

._~X,XJ41~Zt
.4 .,_ ._ thecaOOK
THE NEW MUSIC DANCE CLUB •
/I' 31 FOREST AV~~
,

j..-j.
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'

Become an open pass holder and see the last
three plays in Portland Stage Company's
1989-90 season for up to 40% off
the price of single tickets
• Attend three plays for $40
• Simply call the box office to reserve
your seats when it is most convenient
for you. It's the ultimate in flexibility!
• Get these extra benefits:
pSC's newsletter, Prelude
Free and discounted parking in
convenient locations
Bonus discounts to restaurants
Ticket discount coupons for guests
To get your open passes call 774-0465
Tuesday-Saturday, Noon-5 p.m.
*Mention this CBW ad when ordering and
receive a free admission to ZOOTZ.

AT CBW WE'RE

ALKING
PERSONAL

-L

Raoul's supports peace. please support Raoul's.

·,

A SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

Rep. Olympia J. Snowe
2 Great Falls Plaza
Auburn, ME 04210
780-3394

1.) to promise to abide by the U.N./ O.A.S./ Carter "call"
2.) to get the administration's pledge in advance of the election to
abide by the "call"
3.) to get the administration to lift the embargo, if the elections are
judged free and fair, no matter who wins!

.-_..;:_~

FOR $40

773-".-~.w ",VIBW

Falmo~th

ShOPPing
Center

Falmouth,

ME 04105

781·4808

Local sponsoring orgacizations include:
Maine Witness For Peace. The Maine Peace Campaign. Pax Christi Maine •
H.O.M.E.,Inc.• Social Mission Commission, United Church of Christ· PAUSICA • PICA •
Network • The Center for Vision and Policy. Oats For Peace, Maine • Veterans For
Peace. Mercy Justice Coalition (Sisters of Mercy) • Rt. Rev. Edward C. Chalfant, Bishop,
Episcopal Diocese of Maine
Want more information? Call Tom Cathcart, 797-6227, or Marby Payson, 781-4769, Witness For
Peace co-coordinators or write Campaign Headquarters, Box 33273, Washington, D.C. 20033.

Starting February 8,
with each Casco Bay
Weekly 'Pe rson to
Person' ad, you may
eralso place a 'Talking
• Personal', FREE of
additional charge.
'Talking Personal' is a
great way to share
more about yourself &
to learn more about the
people who respond.
It's also faster than by
mail. Watch the Casco
Bay Weekly Classified
section for details.

